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Early embryonic development is a complex and highly regulated orchestra of 
instructive cues that collectively guide naïve stem cells towards progressively more 
specialized fates. In the neural tube, the precursor structure to the brain and spinal cord, 
these signals emanate from ‘organizing centers’ surrounding the neural tube. These 
organizing centers send out soluble cues or morphogens that diffuse tens to hundreds of 
microns to recipient cells residing in the neural tube. Re-creating this dynamic landscape 
of cues in vitro is impossible using standard cell culture tools and techniques. However, 
microfluidics is perfectly suited to fill this gap, allowing precise control over the 
microenvironment on the same length scale as the developing embryo. 
A microfluidic device is presented that is able to re-create some of the spatial 
patterning events that occur during the early development of the neural tube. This 
platform enables developmental biologists to reverse engineer development from the 
ground up, enabling researchers to pose radically new experiments to help answer some 
of the most relevant questions regarding fate specification in the developing neural tube. 
Here the device is used to guide mouse embryonic stem cells into motor neurons. 
Importantly, these motor neurons are able to be directed to differentiate in a defined 
region of the microdevice, a spatial patterning event that is the hallmark of the 
developing neural tube. 
  For the first time it is now possible to study the effect of development cues on live 
populations of stem cells. The characterization of these fundamental developmental 
processes will prove invaluable in understanding how humans acquire both form and 
function. One day, it may allow researchers to harness these developmental techniques, 
which have been refined over thousands of years of evolution, to guide patient derived 
cells into any user defined cell fate. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis applies an amalgamation of knowledge from three independent fields of 
research which are now converging to help solve some of biology’s most complex 
problems: 
(1) Microfluidics has its roots in microelectromechanical devices (MEMS) and 
deals with the manipulation of small (10-7-10-8L) amounts of fluids through 
microengineered channels. 
(2) Stem cell biology, which has exploded in the past few decades particularly 
after the discovery of induced pluripotency1, and which is mostly interested in the 
directed differentiation of stem cells for therapeutic applications. 
(3) Developmental biology, a comparatively old field that is just now beginning to 
integrate stem cells as a model system to help uncover the mysteries of early 
development2. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
1.1.1 Instructive environments in neural development 
 
Early development is characterized by an eloquent orchestra of instructive cues, both 
physical and chemical, which are integrated by naive stem cells to produce a series of 
differentiation decisions. These decisions are relatively simple at first, such as 
delineating the three primary germ layers, but they are continuously refined throughout 
development, resulting in very specialized adult cell types. But how do cells make these 
fate decisions? And how are they able to get it right almost 100% of the time? The 
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answer to this question is yet unknown – and after over a century of research in the field 
of developmental biology there are only fragments of the complete picture. 
 The landscape of the field was forever changed when ground-breaking 
experiments performed by Spemann and Mangold in the early 1920’s revealed that cell 
fate is not inherently pre-determined, but rather is induced by nearby cells – a region 
they termed an ‘organizer’3. Unfortunately for them, this research pre-dated 
sophisticated molecular research techniques by nearly half a century – therefore they 
were unable to determine the exact cause of this induction. 
 It is now known that there are soluble signals released by the ‘organizing region’ 
that provide instructions to nearby cells regarding how to differentiate4. This inherently 
provides the developing embryo with a buffer against errors and partly explains how 
such a complex process is so reproducible. If we consider the alternative, i.e. that cell 
fate is genetically pre-determined, then the death of an ancestral cell which is fated to 
become a hand means there will never be a hand. However with the ‘soluble cue’ model 
if a cell dies during early development another can easily take its place and be instructed 
as to what to do. The entirety of development can be characterized by some perturbation 
of this model, however the focus of this thesis is on a structure called the neural tube, 
which is the precursor to both the brain and spinal cord. 
 The neural tube is formed shortly after the formation of the three primary germ 
layers. Initially, the notochord, a mesodermal structure which runs the length of the 
embryo, instructs the overlying ectoderm to thicken to form the neural plate5. This neural 
plate then folds in on itself to form a neural tube, bringing the delicate developing CNS to 
the ‘interior’ of the embryo. In humans this occurs at about day 22 – and the failure of 
posterior neural tube closure by day 27 results in a condition known as spina bifida6. 
 As the posterior region of the neural tube is still undergoing the folding process 
(think of the neural tube as ‘zipping’ from head to tail) the anterior region is already 
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undergoing further fate specification. The notochord (Figure 1A) begins to secrete a 
soluble cue called Sonic hedgehog (Shh)7, a member of the highly evolutionarily 
conserved hedgehog family of signalling molecules8. This signal is repeated and 
amplified by a region called the floor plate, which is the ventral-most group of neural 
precursor cells in the neural tube9. 
 Simultaneously, the roof plate, an epidermal structure (subset of endoderm) 
located in the dorsal-most region of the neural tube – secretes members of the bone 
morphogenetic protein family (BMPs)10. The patterning of the dorsal neural tube is not as 
completely understood as the ventral side, but to date the two halves are treated 
analogously11. The net result of these two signals, sent out from opposing sides of the 
neural tube, are two opposing chemical gradients that form over the dorsoventral (DV) 
axis of the neural tube, with the highest concentrations detectable at the dorsal most and 
ventral most ends respectively (Figure 1A)12. For the cells, these gradients encode a 
significant amount of positional information because their relative magnitudes can be 
interpreted differently, and therefore will depend on their location within the gradient, a 
theory originally proposed by Wolpert in 1969, which he termed the “French Flag 
Model”13. Thus, at different DV positions along the neural tube, cells are directed to 
differentiate into different types of neurons (Figure 1B). 
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 The net result is five distinct ventral neurons domains and six different dorsal 
neuron domains14. This stepwise induction of different cell types by Shh has given it the 
definition of a ‘morphogen’ – a term that was coined by Alan Turing in his seminal paper 
The chemical basis of morphogenesis15. 
 Concomitant with Shh and BMP patterning along the DV axis, there is another 
binary signalling system, retinoic acid (RA) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), patterning 
the anteroposterior (AP) axis. Retinoic acid (RA) is a member of the nuclear receptor 
family of transcription factors and is detected in high concentrations towards the 
hindbrain region of the developing neural tube16-18. It is found in the somites and forms a 
 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of neural tube patterning. (A.) Opposing 
gradients of Sonic hedgehog (Shh) and bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) establish 
dorsoventral (DV) patterning while opposing retinoic acid (RA) and fibroblast growth 
factor (FGF) simultaneously pattern the anteroposterior (AP) axis. NC = notochord 
(B.) Domains of neural subtypes as established by Shh and BMP. 
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general anterior (high) to posterior (low) gradient. In the neural tube is it generally 
considered to be an inducer of differentiation18. Retinoic acid also establishes 
anteroposterior patterning of Hox genes16 and is thought to contribute to the specification 
of motor neuron (MN) subtypes11. At the opposing end, in the tail bud region, fibroblast 
growth factors (FGFs) serve to inhibit differentiation18. Their signalling is executed 
through the wingless protein (Wnt) and directly interacts with the RA pathway by down-
regulating it16,18. The duelling RA and FGF/Wnt signalling gradients are eventually won 
out by RA, signifying the end of somite segmentation and axis elongation19. 
 These four signalling factors converge to produce the bulk of the specialized cells 
in the spinal cord. However, it is highly unlikely that each is solely responsible for fate 
specification of a single subset of neural progenitors and is more likely that they act in 
concert with one another20. The study of how graded signals combine to produce a 
singular output is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to perform using either ex vivo 
(explants) or current in vitro cell culture techniques. Indeed current platforms do not 
permit the eloquent spatial or temporal control over the microenvironments such as that 
found in the developing embryo. This gap in experimental capability is narrowing through 
the application of microfluidics, an emerging, interdisciplinary field of engineering. 
 
1.1.2 Gradient generating microdevices 
 
The field of microfluidics emerged out of the field of microsensors and 
microelectromechanical devices (MEMS), at institutes such as Sandia National 
Laboratories, where silicon micromachining was being applied to 3D structures and 
systems. However, the field truly exploded when chemists developed a replica moulding 
process of microfabrication using a polymer called polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)21. This 
method of microfabrication, known as soft lithography, was made popular by the 
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Whitesides group at Harvard in the early 2000’s22 (Reviewed by Keenan and Folch23 and 
more recently by Berthier and Beebe24). Its popularity rapidly grew because of the ease 
with which it allows researchers to fabricate functional microfluidic devices by creating 
moulds out of virtually any micromachinable substrate, from thick photoresists25 to 
Shrinky-Dinks26. 
 Some of the earliest design concepts published by the Whitesides laboratory 
were gradient or microenvironment generating systems. These earliest designs 
capitalized on a physical phenomenon of fluid flow at the microscale known as laminar 
flow, which occurs at very low fluid velocities and is characterized by the complete 
absence of convective mixing. Thus if two adjacent streams are introduced they will 
simply laminate together, and the only mixing to occur between the two streams will be 
diffusive, which if given enough time will result in complete mixing of the two streams. To 
get this diffusion to occur more quickly, the streams are laminated, split and re-laminated 
many times to decrease the distance and time that species have to diffuse in order to 
completely mix the adjacent streams (Figure 2)22. This design was used in a simple 
assay for neutrophil chemotaxis in one of the earliest biological applications of gradient 
generating microdevices27. 
 One major limitation of this design, however, is that the cells positioned in the 
‘gradient’ portion of the microdevice (Figure 2) are exposed to a constant fluid flow – a 
condition that is not experienced by any cells in the human body outside of the blood 
stream and which can interfere with cell-cell communication28. To avoid this pitfall some 
groups have integrated membranes to separate cells from the flow path29-31. Other 
groups removed fluid flow completely by patterning ligand gradients32. The former 
involves somewhat cumbersome or time-intensive microfabrication and the latter does 
not permit temporal or spatial modifications to the gradient. 
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 The ease of fabricating polymeric devices using soft lithography has truly brought 
about an explosion in various microfluidic device designs from numerous engineering 
laboratories worldwide. The simplest of these designs have gone on to become 
commercialized (See ibidi chemotaxis chamber) while the most complex were destined 
to become one off research papers and then sentenced to life in the cabinets and 
drawers of engineering laboratories around the world. However, despite the plethora of 
engineering research papers outlining novel gradient generating microsystems, what has 
consistently lagged behind was the application of these devices to novel biological 
problems. Early applications continued to focus on systems with robust readouts such as 
chemotaxis33-38. It was not until several years later that the gradient generating device 
research expanded into areas such as endothelial sprouting39, hepatocyte drug toxicity40 
and more recently the emergence of “Organs-on-Chip”, made popular by researchers at 
the Wyss Institute41. However, very few groups have investigated the application of 
gradient generating devices to developmental biology – an area of biology that is rife 
with gradients. 
  
 
Figure 2: Planar PDMS gradient generator. The additional length increases the 
amount of cross stream diffusion due to the added diffusion time. 
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1.1.3 Stem cells as a model system for neural development  
 
Embryonic stem cells are isolated from pre-implantation embryos and represent the 
earliest stage of development, which can differentiate into any adult cell type42. 
Conveniently, when cultured in vitro they can be guided to differentiate using the same 
developmental morphogens found in the embryo (i.e. Shh, BMP, RA etc.)43. Of the 
neurons in the neural tube, motor neurons were the first to be differentiated in this 
manner44. Mouse embryonic stem cells were given RA and purmorphamine (PM, an 
agonist of the Shh pathway) for seven days at which point the stem cells had 
differentiated into motor neurons. 
 The limitation to this approach is that researchers are restricted to bath 
applications of various differentiation cues, something that is not typically encountered 
during development. Furthermore, simple titrations of various combinations of 
morphogens do not produce all of the spinal neuron cell types45. Thus, there is a need 
for a device that can accurately recapitulate the complex and time-variant 
microenvironment responsible for guiding stem cells to their specialized cell fates.  
 To date, only two other laboratories have attempted to utilize developmental 
morphogens to simulate neural tube patterning in a microfluidic device. One group 
investigated the differentiation of human neural progenitor cells to opposing gradients of 
Shh and BMP4 as well as opposing gradients of Shh and FGF846. Their findings 
indicated that higher concentrations of Shh induced higher numbers of neural clusters 
(as indicated by TuJ1 staining) – likely due to the role of Shh as a mitogen47. The second 
group examined the expression of two neural progenitor transcription factors, Nkx2.2 
and Olig2, in a sustained gradient of Shh, which they applied over embryoid boidies48. 
While they did find increased expression at the highest concentrations of Shh (the 
correct spatial location) the images are unremarkable and the data significantly noisy, 
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and thus is not a clear recapitulation of in vivo neural patterning. Therefore this thesis 
represents the first known microfluidic device capable of recapitulating key aspects of 
neural patterning, most notably the in vitro generation of the motor neuron domain akin  
to that found in vivo.
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CHAPTER 2 
PROTOTYPE MICROENVIRONMENT GENERATOR 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The culture and directed differentiation of embryonic stem (ES) cells requires exquisite 
control over the local microenvironment. Frequent media changes and expensive media 
supplements are often required to avoid unwanted spontaneous differentiation. Indeed, 
minute changes in endogenous and exogenous differentiation guidance cues can be 
detected by the cells and interpreted as a signal to differentiate. These infinitesimal 
extracellular changes are exponentially amplified in the small culture volumes of 
microfluidic devices (< 1µL) – equivalent to dropping food colouring in the ocean versus 
a cup of water. Thus, standard protocols established for the macro-scale culture of 
embryonic stem cells may not apply to microscale culture. To quickly and inexpensively 
optimize culture conditions it is often advantageous to fabricate a microdevice prototype 
– the most common substrate being polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), an optically 
transparent and bioinert polymer that is inexpensive and generally easy to use49. 
 For biological applications the inherent hydrophobicity of PDMS inhibits cellular 
adhesion50,51, impeding its use as a cell culture substrate. More recently, it has also been 
shown to induce spontaneous changes in gene expression52 and leach small uncured 
oligomers, which incorporate into cellular membranes53. To overcome these limitations, 
great effort has been put forth on devising methods for altering the polymer surface to 
render it hospitable for cells. The most popular methods include oxygen plasma 
treatment54 and functionalization of the surface with various extracellular matrix 
proteins55.  
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 Here, a prototype gradient generating platform which mimics the diffusion-based 
supply of human tissues is described, fabricated and tested. A preliminary design is first 
fabricated in PDMS. Subsequent design iterations are optimized using a combination of 
in silico modeling and benchtop experimentation. Surface treatments are then 
systematically characterized for optimum cell growth and metabolism. Finally, human 
osteosarcoma cells are cultured in the microdeivce, demonstrating the ability of the 
microdevice to promote cell survival and proliferation solely through metabolites 
provided by the supply channels. 
 
2.2 Results 
 
2.2.1 Device design and fabrication 
 
The cells and tissues of all vertebrates receive nutrients through passive diffusion across 
capillary beds. The close proximity of capillaries and their target tissues, generally 
between 40 and 200µm56, ensures a rapid exchange of nutrients and waste products. In 
designing a microfluidic mimic of this process a multilayer stack of glass and PDMS is 
 
Figure 3: Prototype PDMS gradient generating device. (A.) A multilayer stack of 
PDMS and glass is aligned and bonded to a glass microscope slide that is attached 
to biomedical grade silicone tubing. (B.) Device photo illustrating typical operational 
setup, Scale bar = 1mm 
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used (Figure 3), which allows cells to be outside the flow stream and still connected to 
the nutrient supply, in a similar manner to living tissues. The bottom PDMS layer 
consists of large supply channels, mimicking the blood stream. The second layer 
features a 1mm x 1mm x 100µm (L x W x H) cell chamber with an array of 10µm x 10µm 
x 50µm (L x W x H) high resistance channels, mimicking the ‘leaky’ capillary walls, which 
inhibit unwanted flow into the cell chamber. 
 When designing microfluidic devices in PDMS it is important to remember that it 
is a liquid polymer that is poured on a mold, cured and removed. Therefore, the master 
mold for the replica molding process must be designed to serve as the negative relief 
(Figure 4) of the features to be formed in the PDMS. In general, silicon masters for the 
replica molding process were fabricated using standard photolithography and deep 
reactive ion etching (DRIE). A graphical process flow diagram can be found in Error! 
Reference source not found.. Detailed processing parameters can be found in 
Appendix A.  
 
Figure 4: Photograph of PDMS chamber mold. A toothpick is included for scale, 
along with a detailed photograph illustrating the silicon pillars, which will later become 
the PDMS vias. The coloring arises from the parylene thin film. The region that 
appears green in the left photograph is the entire PDMS device dimensions (see 
Figure 3B) 
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 The PDMS layer containing the cell chamber and vias were fabricated by first 
growing or depositing a thin layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) on top of a silicon wafer, to 
later be used as an etch mask. This SiO2 layer was patterned using a photoresist mask 
which defined the pillars and also defined the overall device dimensions (Figure 4). A 
buffered oxide etch solution (BOE) consisting of a 5:1 mixture of ammonium fluoride to 
hydrofluoric acid was used to remove the exposed SiO2. After stripping the first 
photoresist layer, a second resist was spun on the wafers and patterned using a mask to 
define a raised mesa, which will become the cell chamber in the PDMS. This mesa was 
then etched to a depth of 200µm using a deep reactive ion etcher (DRIE). After etching, 
the photoresist was stripped and the device was placed back into the DRIE to etch the 
pillars, which will become vias in the PDMS. Finally, the SiO2 was removed and the 
devices were coated with a thin (200nm) film of Parylene C to aid in polymer release. 
PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Chemicals) was prepared by thoroughly mixing the base and 
curing agent in a 10:1 ratio. This mixture was then degassed for a half hour before being 
poured onto the silicon master.  
 Critically, in the chamber layer of the PDMS microdevice it was imperative that 
the PDMS be as thin as possible – which is to say that all of the liquid PDMS above the 
pillars had be removed in order to form fully open vias. This proved to be extremely 
difficult. The method that eventually worked was to very gently scrape excess PDMS off 
the silicon molds and then plasma etch (RIE) the excess PDMS ‘flashing’, which was 
blocking the formation of fully open vias. After opening up the vias, the chamber layer of 
PDMS was complete and it could be bonded to the channels. 
 Fabrication of the channel layer mold requires only a single patterning and etch 
step. Channels are defined in photoresist and etched for about 200 - 300µm in the DRIE. 
This relatively deep etch requires special thick photoresist (Shipley SPR 220) to 
withstand the longer etch times. After etching, the photoresist is stripped and the silicon 
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Figure 5: PDMS microdevice process flow diagram 
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 coated with Paryelene. Liquid PDMS is poured on the molds, cured and removed. The 
two halves are briefly treated with an oxygen plasma to activate the surfaces, and then 
aligned and bonded. The two layer stack of PDMS was then aligned and bonded to a 
microscope slide and connected to macro-to-microfluidic I/O. 
 
2.2.2 Diffusion modeling 
 
In order to optimize design and operational parameters, a computational model that 
simulates microdevice physics within the confines of a user-defined geometry was 
utilized. Two physical laws govern the operation of the microdevice: Fick’s laws of 
diffusion and the Navier-Stokes fluid flow equations. Fick’s first law describes the flux of 
matter under the assumption of steady state, and is analogous to Fourier’s law of 
thermal conduction or Ohm’s law of electrical conduction. In one dimension it is 
commonly represented as: 
x
CDF ∂
∂−=  
Here, F is the flux of material of concentration C across a length x, and D is the diffusion 
coefficient57. A simple second order partial differential of Fick’s first law leads to his 
second law, which describes the time (t) dependency of concentration – in one 
dimension it takes the form: 
2
2
x
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t
C
∂
∂
−=
∂
∂  
Mathematical solutions for diffusion in one dimension are easily found through 
integration (discussed extensively in The Mathematics of Diffusion57). For two and three-
dimensional solutions it is often necessary to use a computational physics modeling 
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software platform such as COMSOL™ (COMSOL Inc.), which uses a numerical method 
(finite element) to approximate a solution to the diffusion equations. 
 A simple steady state study was first performed in COMSOL to obtain spatial 
concentration profiles. Since coupling the Navier-Stokes equations with Fick’s law is 
computationally intensive the Navier-Stokes equations were ignored by treating the fluid 
flow as a uniform velocity field. In COMSOL, this can be implemented in the Transport of 
Dilute Species physics tree. Inflow boundary conditions for the two channels were 
arbitrarily set to concentrations of 1 and 0 respectively to simulate a semi-infinite 
normalized source/sink configuration. Lastly, a diffusivity of 9.2*10-6 cm2/s was used for 
these initial simulations, which is equivalent to that of glucose in water. 
 From Fick’s first law (above) it is straightforward to see that at steady state the 
concentration profile in one dimension with a semi-infinite source/sink will simply be: 
ksource
ksource
xx
CC
t
C
sin
sin
−
−
=
∂
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However the steady state concentration profile within the cell chamber (Figure 6A) is not 
(1-0)/x but rather is a fraction of the channel concentrations (Figure 6B). This is because 
the small connecting “vias” impose a high diffusional resistance on the system, which is 
to say that the maximum flux through the vias is limited. One simple way to think of this 
is attempting to heat a small room by forcing hot air through a straw. Thus, if an 
imaginary line is traced from the center of one supply channel up through the chamber 
and back down into the center of the sink channel (Figure 6A, dashed line) a significant 
(linear) drop in concentration is evident across the vias (Figure 6B). The net result is the 
concentration within the chamber is about 30% lower than the concentration within the 
source channel, which must be compensated for when designing experiments.  
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 This simple steady state concentration profile also highlights an important 
operational parameter for the maintanence of steady-state (i.e. linear) concentration 
profiles, which is the fluid flow rate. Within the supply channels there is a small drop in 
concentration underneath the cell chamber (Figure 6A, asterisk). This is perhaps not 
surprising, as it is obvious that material is being removed from the supply channels in 
order to perfuse the cell chamber. This drop in concentration will be a function of the 
fluid velocity, which implies that at some velocity the rate of diffusion will exceed the 
“refresh rate” of the source/sink channels, and the steady state linear gradient will decay. 
 To get an idea of the approximate flow rate where this might occur a series of 
steady state simulations were performed, each time varying the given velocity field of the 
source channel. In COMSOL this can be implemented either as a Study Extension or a 
Parametric study – the former being computationally simpler as the software will use the 
same mesh geometry for each calculation. Figure 6C shows the concentration at the 
source (highest concentration) end of the chamber. To maintain a linear gradient this 
concentration must be at or near its maximum possible value. However, for flow rates < 
10 µL/hr the rate of diffusion begins to exceed the boundary condition refresh rate and 
thus the concentration begins to decay. Notably, this simulation is performed using a 
diffusion coefficient equivalent to glucose, arguably the most important media 
 
Figure 6: COMSOL model of diffusion in PDMS microdevice. (A.) Isoconcentration 
plot illustrating the spatial concentration profile. (B.) 1D plot of change in 
concentration as a function of distance traversing the full path length from one 
channel into the other. (C.) Calculation of the minimum flow rate required to maintain 
stable source/sink boundary conditions. 
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component – however small ions will diffuse quicker and thus will require faster refresh 
rates. Therefore, during normal operation of the microdevice a flow rate in excess of 10 
µL/hr is needed to maintain the boundary conditions required for a steady state linear 
gradient. 
 
2.2.3 Time lapse imaging of gradient generation 
 
To experimentally validate the steady state concentration profiles from the COMSOL 
simulations two different commercially available organic dyes were loaded into different 
channels of the microdevice, Allura Red AC (MW 496.42 g/mol) and Brilliant Blue FCF 
(MW 792.85 g/mol). Devices were perfused at a rate of approximately 100 µL/hr, 
ensuring a stable and constant source and sink concentration. Because the dyes are 
chemically unique the opposing channel will act as a sink, thus establishing two 
opposing linear gradients at steady state. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of gradient 
formation over the span of fifteen minutes, at which point steady state was reached. This 
is consistent with previously published work showing that molecules with a diffusion 
coefficient of 4x10-6 cm2/s (Allura Red AC) reach 95% of their steady state diffusion 
profile across a diffusion distance of 1 mm in approximately 13.37 minutes58. 
Interestingly, due to the optical transparency of PDMS it is also evident that, as 
 
Figure 7: Time lapse imaging of gradient establishment. Two opposing organic dyes 
were imaged over a period of 15 minutes, at which point steady state had been reached. 
Scale Bar = 500µm 
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predicted, the concentration of the dye within the underlying channel is greater than that 
within the chamber due to the effect of the high resistance vias. 
 
2.2.4 Cell culture on polydimethylsiloxane substrates 
 
In moving towards culturing mammalian cells inside of a PDMS microfluidic device the 
issue of substrate hydrophobicity must first be overcome. Therefore, an appropriate 
surface treatment protocol had to first be developed in order to render the microdevice 
amenable to biological studies. A human osteosarcoma cell line (ATCC U2OS) was 
chosen for its ready availability and ease of culture. To date, no group has systematically 
characterized the effects of PDMS surface treatments on the growth of bone 
osteosarcoma cells (ATCC U2OS). Therefore, the efficacy of four different surface 
treatments were characterized for markers of overall cell health and metabolism.  
 Overall rates of proliferation were measured by taking brightfield images every 
twenty-four hours. PDMS cover slips were prepared by spin-coating the uncured 
polymer onto cover slips at 6000 RPMs for 5 minutes, resulting in about 5 µm thick 
PDMS films. These substrates were then treated with one of the following: oxygen 
plasma, fibronectin conjugation, RGD conjugation, or boiling. These results were 
compared with two control substrates: polystyrene and glass. After the surfaces were 
prepared (see Methods section for details), the coverslips were immediately seeded with 
Boiled PDMS 103° ± 6° 
Glass 54° ± 7° 
Untreated PDMS 100° ± 8° 
Plasma PDMS 5° ± 0.2° 
Table 1: Average measured contact angles +/- Std. Dev 
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cells at a density of 200-300 cells/mm2. Coverslips were then immersed in complete 
media and grown in a 37ºC, 5% CO2 incubator for several days. Overall, proliferation on 
the polystyrene substrate was the highest, followed closely by glass, fibronectin and 
plasma treated PDMS (Figure 8A). Proliferation on RGD conjugated substrates was 
less than that of fibronectin, possibly due to fewer binding sites available for cell 
adhesion. Not surprisingly, growth rates on untreated PDMS were minimal. This is likely 
due to the poor adhesion which is known to be important for proper cell metabolism59. 
Indeed, when stained for cytoskeletal markers (Alexa 488 Phalloidin) the cells on the 
plasma treated PDMS displayed a remarkably different morphology than the untreated 
PDMS sample, an observation that is even more evident using electron microscopy 
(Figure 8B). Unexpectedly, the boiled PDMS substrate had a significantly higher rate of 
proliferation than the untreated polymer despite its minimal effect on the hydrophobicity 
(Table 1). While this observation warrants further investigation, it may be attributed to 
the presence of a platinum catalyst in the Sylgard 184 formulation of PDMS, which may 
be leaching out of the polymer and negatively affecting cell growth. 
 Proliferation data was confirmed by assaying cellular metabolism using a 
rezasurin dye. This molecule is weakly fluorescent until oxidized by mitochondria, at 
which point it becomes converted to the highly red fluorescent resorufin (λmax = 582). 
Thus, the fluorescence intensity can be used as an indirect measure of cellular 
metabolic activity. Consistent with the proliferation data the rate of metabolism of the 
U2OS cells on bare PDMS substrates was significantly slower than that of the plasma 
treated surface (Figure 8C). Taken together, these results indicate that oxygen plasma is 
an easy to use surface modification of PDMS that renders it amenable to mammalian 
cell culture. 
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Figure 8: PDMS surface treatments. (A.) Growth rates of U2OS cells on PDMS with 
various surface modifications; (B.) Plasma treating PDMS significantly changes its 
hydrophobicity, allowing cells to readily adhere; (C.) Metabolic rate measurements 
reveal a significant increase in metabolism after plasma treating PDMS. Scale bar = 
20µm (Fluorescence, top row) 5µm (SEM, bottom row), p = 0.003 
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2.2.5 Microfluidic Cell Culture 
 
The timeline to differentiate embryonic stem cells to motor neurons is typically 5-7 
days44,60. Therefore an important requirement for the microfluidic device is the ability to 
sustain cell growth for many days. For the microdevice experiments U2OS cells were 
seeded and cultured directly on an oxygen plasma treated device. A 3D printed 
“seeding-aid” was employed to allow a small volume of cell suspension (3mL) to remain 
in contact with the surface of the device for 24 hours to provide sufficient time for cell 
adhesion (Figure 9). This device was simply a box slightly larger than the device and tall 
enough to hold approximately 4mL of solution. It was adhered to the microscope slide 
using a silicone sealant. Seeding density was a critical parameter for cell survival – with 
any density < 25% of confluence resulting in cell death. The seeding-aids were 18mm x 
18mm giving a total surface area of 324mm2. Assuming a standard seeding density of 
about 300 cells/mm2 requires a concentration of cell suspension in the seeding-aid of 
approximately 3x104 cells/mL for 25% confluence.  
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 After the cells had adhered, the seeding-aids were removed and a 1.5% solution 
of low melt agarose in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was applied to the cell chambers 
and the chambers were then quickly capped with a coverslip. The purpose of the 
agarose is to prevent convective currents within the cell chamber from disturbing the 
gradients. The devices were then placed in a refrigerator at 4°C for 5 min. to solidify the 
agarose. Finally, devices were placed in a 37°C 5% CO2 incubator and connected to a 
syringe pump, which was positioned outside of the incubator and filled with complete 
media.  
 Devices were removed from the incubator every twenty-four hours to be imaged. 
After two days cells were perfused with media containing Hoechst 33342 and propidium 
iodide (PI). Both are DNA stains, however Hoechst is lipophilic, and thus can pass 
through lipid membranes to stain both live and dead cellular DNA. Propidium iodide on 
the other hand is not membrane permeable and is thus a marker for dead cells. After two 
days of growth there was overwhelming cell survival (Figure 10d). Unfortunately, spatial 
constraints of two-dimensional cell culture combined with the lack of cell survival at low 
 
Figure 9: Photograph of assembled PDMS microdevice. Cells were loaded into the 
microdevice using a 3D printed seeding aid. Fluidic I/O was interfaced with the 
microdevice using pre-drilled holes that aligned with the microchannels. 
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densities inhibited the culturing of cells for longer than a few days. However, these 
positive preliminary results were sufficient enough to warrant proceeding with stem cell 
experiments. 
 
2.3 Conclusions 
 
In this chapter the design, fabrication and testing of a prototype microfluidic gradient 
generating device has been outlined. The initial design was optimized using a physics 
simulation software and the optimized design was tested for its biocompatibility. These 
early experiments revealed several key operating parameters and proved the ability of 
the microdevice to maintain cell growth and survival for several days. 
 Importantly, this microdevice represents a significant advantage over previously 
engineered gradient generating microsystems. Its unique multilayer stack configuration 
enables users to subject populations of cells to physiologically relevant diffusional 
landscapes without unwanted perturbing flows. Thus, this device presents a unique 
opportunity for studying diffusion-based biological problems such as development – 
which is characterized by a complex and ever changing landscape of diffusible 
morphogens.  
 
Figure 10: Proliferation of U2OS cells cultured on a PDMS microdevice. PI is a marker 
of dead cells while Hoechst is a marker of all cells. Scale bar = 100µm 
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2.4 Methods 
 
2.4.1 Cell culture and microdevice operation 
 
U2OS cells (ATCC) were maintained in a 37°C 5%CO2 environment and supplied with 
McCoys’s 5A media supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine 
serum (Gibco). Cells were passaged after reaching approximately 70-80% density using 
0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Life Technologies). Cells were seeded in the microdevice as 
described. Flow to the microdevice was controlled with a multichannel syringe pump 
(New Era Pump Systems Inc.). Flow rates were typically between 100 and 200µL/hr. 
Syringe pumps were interfaced with microfluidic devices using 1/16” biomedical grade 
silicone tubing (Silastic), which connected to the PDMS microdevices through pre-drilled 
holes in microscopes slides to which the PDMS devices had been plasma bonded. 
2.4.2 Fluorescence imaging 
 
Live cell staining within the microdevice (Error! Reference source not found.d) was 
acquired by perfusing the microdevices with 1:2000 dilution stock 10 mg/mL Hoechst 
33342 and 500nM propidium iodide in complete media. For cytoskeletal staining (Figure 
8B), cells were subcultured onto No. 1.5 18mm square coverslips that had been spun 
coated with PDMS as described previously.  Cells were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde 
for 15 minutes, permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 for 10 minutes and stained with 
Alexa Fluor® 488 phalloidin (Molecular Probes A12379) as specified by the 
phallatoxin/phalloidin manual (Life Technologies). Finally, cells were counterstained with 
with a 300nM solution of DAPI in PBS (Molecular Probes D1306). 
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 All imaging was done on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 with a mercury light source 
and a Zeiss MRm monochrome digital camera.  Zeiss Filter sets 49, 38HE, and 20 were 
used to observe DAPI, GFP, and MitoTracker® respectively. Image acquisition 
intensities were selected by the software and manually adjusted if overexposed pixels 
were detected. Image mosaics were compiled using the Zeiss Axiovision MosaiX module 
which intentionally acquires 13% overlapping images and computationally stitches the 
back together. All cell counts in this chapter were performed manually using Fiji 
(ImageJ). 
 
2.4.3 SEM Imaging 
 
Cells grown on coverslips treated as outlined in the text were first fixed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde (prewarmed to 37ºC, very important for maintaining morphology) for 
10 minutes. Cells were then rinsed several times in PBS. A 1% solution of osmium 
tetraoxide was then applied to the cells for 30 minutes to provide imaging contrast. Cells 
were rinsed with PBS several times before incubation in 1% carbohydrazide for 30 
minutes. Cells were rinsed several times in DI water before incubating once more in 1% 
osmium tetraoxide. Cells were again rinsed several times in DI water before a sequential 
dehydration in progressively higher concentrations of ethanol (5, 10, 30, 50, 75, 100) – 
taking care not to let cells dehydrate. Cells were then critical point dried in 100% ethanol. 
Lastly, a thin (1-2 nm) coating of gold-palladium was sputter coated for additional 
contrast. 
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2.4.4 Fluorimeter 
 
Rezasurin fluorescence was quantified using a Photon Technology International 
Fluroimeter with PTI 814 photomultiplier tubes. PTI’s own Felix software was used to 
collect an Emission scan. For rezasurin fluorescence, a 560nm constant excitation was 
used. Emission scan was from 570-670nm in 1nm step sizes with a 50ms integration 
time. Data was exported and organized in Excel. 
 
2.4.5 Substrates 
 
PDMS Substrates were prepared for staining experiments by mixing the two 
components of Sylgard 184 in a 10:1 ratio (base to curing agent) and degassing for 30 
minutes.  Thin films of PDMS were spin coated onto glass coverslips at 6000RPMs for 5 
minutes – making approximately 5µm thick films61.  Leached PDMS was boiled for two 
hours and seeded with cells immediately.  Plasma PDMS was treated by corona 
discharge in air, using a handheld Ouidin coil (Educational Innovations Inc.), which 
effectively disrupts the surface, changing surface methyl groups into surface hydroxyl 
groups62.  Plasma treated PDMS was immediately submerged in water to maintain its 
hydrophilicity. Fibronectin (BD Bioscience) was conjugated by subjecting the PDMS 
surface to an oxygen plasma for 1 minute. The PDMS was immersed in 10mg/mL 
solution of Fibronectin for 1 hour. For the RGD conjugation the PDMS surface was 
subjected to a 1 minute oxygen plasma by corona discharge in air. A crosslinking layer 
of 10mM sulfo-SANPAH (Fisher-Scientific) in DMSO (Sigma) was then placed on the 
surface of the PDMS. The sulfo-SANPAH was crosslinked using a 30 minute UV 
exposure. The substrate was washed 3X with PBS (Gibco) and immersed in 1mM RGD 
peptide solution (Bachem Bioscience) in DI water for 24 hours. 
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2.4.6 COMSOL simulation parameters 
 
COMSOL Transport of Diluted Species physics tree was used for all simulations found in 
this chapter. Global Parameters used included: V_source = Q/SA, SA = 6E-8[m^2], Q = 
1E-7[m^3/h] and V_sink = 1E-7[m^3/h]/SA. Model geometry consisted of a large 2000 
µm wide x 3200 µm deep x 200 µm tall cell chamber addressed by two supply channels 
having dimensions 300 µm wide x 200 µm x 6000 µm long. These two geometric entities 
were interfaced by an 2 x 20 array of 20 µm x 20 µm x 50 µm (L x W x H) vias. All 
geometric entities were assigned Water as a material. The viscosity of the Water in the 
cell chamber was defined as 100 times the default viscosity, which approximates the 
viscosity of agarose. In the Transport of Diluted Species tree we defined two additional 
Transport Properties domains, which defined the velocity of the source and sink 
channels respectively. The velocities were given as V_sink and V_source as a User 
defined velocity field in the positive x direction. Two Inflow boundary conditions were 
used, which define the 1 and 0 concentrations of the source and sink respectively - as 
well as an Outflow boundary condition for the fluid leaving the system. A default Normal 
mesh was used to mesh the simulation geometry. A Stationary study step was used for 
all calculations in this chapter. We additionally used the Auxiliary sweep Study Extension 
to define an array of flow rates (Q) ranging from to 5E-19[m^3/h] to 1E-0[m^3/h]
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A SILICON MICRODEVICE 
 
3.1 Introduction 
While PDMS is a suitable substrate for preliminary biological testing, its propensity to 
absorb small molecules53 and proteins renders it entirely unsuitable for sensitive 
biological applications such as stem cell differentiation. Furthermore, during testing of 
the PDMS microdevice presented in Chapter 2 it was discovered that when PC12 (which 
are tumor-derived but are of embryonic origin from the neural crest) cells are cultured 
and directed to differentiate into neuronal-like cells in the vicinity of PDMS they display 
drastically different gene expression profiles than standard polystyrene cultures52. Thus, 
it is clear that cells are influenced by their substrate and culture conditions. This 
characteristic is exponentially amplified in the small culture volumes of microfluidics, 
where even infinitesimal changes can lead to large shifts in a cell’s biochemical 
equilibrium. For this reason, process parameters for cell culture in microdevices must be 
carefully scrutinized. Flow rate, device materials of construction, tubing 
material/length/diameter and device size are just a few of the many parameters that 
must be considered when designing a microfluidic perfusion system. The next chapter 
(Chapter 4) deals with some of the biological implications when design materials are not 
considered. Here, an in silico model is presented that allows users to model cellular 
metabolism within any predefined geometry in order to test some of these design 
parameters prior to device fabrication. 
 In designing a model of a microfluidic cell culture platform the requirements for 
cellular metabolism must be considered. The most important of these metabolites, 
glucose and oxygen, can be mathematically represented by simple reaction-diffusion 
kinetics. Indeed, previous groups have modeled both glucose and oxygen supply and 
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uptake microfluidic systems using this method63-68. However, there are several other 
external forces that are critically important for general cell health, including those that are 
not simple reaction-diffusion processes but instead rely on complex chemical equilibria. 
Arguably, the most important of all these equilibrium processes is pH. 
 Typical cell culture media is stagnant and therefore must be buffered to cope with 
changes in pH due to the accumulation of waste and production of CO2 by proliferating 
cells. Early studies in the development of in vitro cell culture noted the importance of 
controlling pH to maintain a constant cell growth and protein production69-72. More 
recently, gene expression analysis has shown that culturing cells in slightly acidic media 
pH can lead to the up or down regulation of several hundred genes when compared to 
culturing cells at pH 7.573. There are many potential buffers for cell culture media74, the 
most common being bicarbonate due to its low cost, low toxicity75 and nutritional benefit 
to the culture76-78. The bicarbonate buffering system relies on multi equilibrium between 
gaseous CO2 dissolving in the media forming carbonic acid and bicarbonate (hydrogen 
carbonate). Some microfluidic research groups have skirted the pH issue by using 
commercially available CO2 independent media79. However, not all cells proliferate well 
in CO2 independent media (Gibco Product Manual) and certain cells may need some 
small amounts of extracellular CO2, particularly at low densities77,80.  
 In the sub-microliter volumes of microfluidic devices the buildup of CO2 and lactic 
acid may lead to the rapid acidification of the culture media if flow rates are not 
maintained at a sufficient rate for waste removal. This critical design parameter is 
investigated here through the development of a computational model of the bicarbonate 
buffering system. First, the model is tested using two, simple first order reaction-diffusion 
metabolites, glucose and oxygen. Then, the model is extended to calculate the effect of 
CO2 production by the cells and its effect on extracellular pH. The optimized design 
parameters from the metabolic model combined with the preliminary PDMS device 
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experiments (Chapter 2) are then used to fabricate a silicon microdevice, which is used 
in all subsequent experiments, reported in Chapter 5. 
 
3.2 Results 
 
3.2.1 Reaction-diffusion modeling of simple cellular metabolites 
 
Unlike PDMS, silicon is not permeable to gases such as oxygen or carbon dioxide. Thus, 
all components required for cellular respiration must be provided to the cells through the 
fluidic channels and vias. The COMSOL model to study cellular metabolism was based 
on the geometry of the finalized microdevice from Chapter 2. Additionally, 2000 10µm 
“cells” were added to the device chamber, which was about twice the average cell count 
during experimentation (Figure 11A). Detailed model parameters can be found in 
Appendix C. 
 
Figure 11: COMSOL metabolism model. (A.) A heatmap of the concentration profile 
illustrates the drop in concentrations due to uptake by the cells; (B.) Percent change 
between the bulk and cell chamber concentrations due to uptake by the cells. Notably, 
for slow flow rates (< 1µL/hr) the rate of cell uptake begins to make a noticeable effect 
on the metabolite concentration within the cell chamber. 
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 To reduce computational load only COMSOLs built in Transport of Diluted 
Species physics tree was used to model both flow and diffusion, in a similar manner as 
described in Chapter 2. Cellular metabolites were mathematically modelled as surface 
reactions (-Rc), where the rate of removal is equal to the rate of uptake per cell per time. 
Since glucose and oxygen uptake are important parameters when designing bioreactors 
several groups have previously measured these parameters for various cells lines82-84. 
These numbers and other modeling parameters can be found in Table 2. 
 Modeling data reveals that regardless of fluid flow rate there is sufficient excess 
glucose in typical cell culture media that there is minimal effect on the overall 
concentration (Figure 11B). On the other hand, for slow flow rates (< 1µL/hr) the rate of 
oxygen uptake by the cells begins to exceed the rate of perfusion and thus the 
concentration of oxygen inside the cell chamber may be lowered by more than 7%. 
Therefore, the computational model suggests that the microdevice is able to provide 
sufficient concentrations of nutrients solely through the microfabricated vias, provided 
the flow rate exceeds 1µL/hr. 
  
Parameter Value 
Reference Temp. 298.15 K 
System Temp. 310.15 K (37°C) 
Henry’s Law Constant 0.048 (mol/L*atm) 
Keq (2) 0.00212 
Keq (3) 0.00013 
pCO2 (g) 0.1 (atm)75 
DC (CO2 in water) 2.18E-5 (cm2/s)81 
[NaHCO3] 4400 (mg/L)75 
Glucose consumption 1.9 (pmol/cell*day) 
Oxygen uptake 5.6 (pmol/cell*day) 
Carbon dioxide evolution 6.4 (pmol/cell*day) 
Table 2: COMSOL simulation parameters 
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3.2.2 Reaction-diffusion modeling of the bicarbonate buffering system 
 
Building on the model of simple first order reaction-diffusion metabolites a method was 
devised for modeling complex chemical equilibria in COMSOL. The bicarbonate 
buffering system relies on equilibrium between gaseous CO2 dissolving in the media 
forming carbonic acid and bicarbonate (hydrogen carbonate) 
       (1) 
       (2) 
       (3) 
If left alone, the additional CO2 would lead to the acidification of the media due to the low 
dissociation constant of HCO3-75. To compensate for this, culture media typically 
contains a high concentration of sodium bicarbonate, which is assumed to undergo a 
complete ionization. 
       (4) 
Thermodynamic values for the bicarbonate reactions were taken from previous 
published work85 and were adjusted for elevated temperature (37°C) using the following 
equation: 
 
The Henry’s law data is taken from NIST and adjusted for elevated temperature using an 
Arrhenius equation.  The kinetics of the hydrolysis and ionization of CO2 in water are 
reasonably slow85.  Therefore, it is reasonable to first model the steady state diffusion 
profile of dissolved CO2 and then perform the chemical equilibrium calculations to 
calculate pH. 
CO2 (g) Keq← →## CO2 (l)
CO2 (l)+H2O Keq← →## H2CO3
H2CO3 Keq← →## H + +HCO3−
NaHCO3→ Na+ +HCO3−
pKT = −{R ⋅ ln(10)}−1[−{ln(10) ⋅RT ⋅ pKΘ /Θ}+ΔrHΘ {(1/Θ)− (1 /T )}+
ΔrCpΘ {(Θ /T )−1+ ln(T /Θ)}]
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 In COMSOL the equilibrium equations were calculated as model variables using 
the quadratic equation to compute equilibrium concentrations. To calculate pH based on 
hydrogen ion concentration the third equilibrium equation can be rearranged to obtain: 
0)( 3,32,33,3
2 =⋅−⋅++++ KCOHHCOHxKHCOHx iiiii  
In this equation Hi is the initial hydrogen ion concentration, assumed to be 10-7. The 
initial concentration of bicarbonate in the media can be calculated from equilibrium 
equation 4 (above). Initial bicarbonate concentrations vary depending on the type of 
media used but are typically 1.5 – 2.2 g/L (ATCC). Lastly, the concentration of carbonic 
acid will vary based on the amount of dissolved carbon dioxide in the media, as 
according to equilibrium equation 2 – which is a function of both the ambient CO2 
concentration and the cellular production of CO2 as a waste product of cellular 
respiration. 
 Plotting the extracellular pH as a function of flow rate reveals a similar trend to 
that found with the previous cellular metabolites (Figure 11C). Again, flow rates < 1µL/hr 
were detrimental to the cells due to lack of sufficient rate of waste removal and 
subsequent buildup of CO2 inside the cell chamber. Therefore, despite the small culture 
volume even relatively slow flows are able to both supply the cells with sufficient 
nutrients and remove enough waste to prevent build-up of acidic by-products. 
 
3.2.3 Fabrication and testing of a silicon microdevice 
 
Finalized microfluidic gradient generating devices were fabricated in a single silicon 
wafer using two-sided photolithography and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). Detailed 
fabrication process parameters can be found in Appendix D. A general schematic of the 
process steps can be found in Figure 12. 
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 Double-side polished (DSP) wafers were used for fabricating silicon microdevices 
to provide two optically smooth surfaces for photolithography and etching. RCA cleaned 
wafers were subjected to a steam oxidation for approximately 3 hours at 1000ºC, giving 
about 800nm of SiO2. The wafer backside was protected with photoresist and the cell 
chambers were patterned on the front. The oxide was etched in buffered oxide etchant 
(BOE) and the photoresist was stripped and new photoresist was spun on both the back 
and front sides. Vias were patterned in the photoresist on the front and then etched 
approximately 50µm in the DRIE. The photoresist was then stripped and the oxide was 
used as a mask for the 100µm deep cell chamber. The wafers were then flipped and the 
backside was carefully aligned to the existing designs on the front of the wafer. First, the 
oxide was opened up with a mask that defined the high resistance channels followed by 
a BOE etch. Next, thick resist was applied to the wafer and the deep supply channels 
were etched. The thick resist was then stripped and the oxide was used as a mask for 
the final etch step to define the high resistance inlet channels. Lastly, any remaining 
oxide was removed in BOE and the channels were bonded to glass anodically. Figure 
Figure 13A shows a low magnification photograph of the microdevice before glass 
bonding. Two devices are shown side-by-side to illustrate the geometry of both sides of 
the microdevice. 
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Figure 12: Silicon microdevice fabrication process flow 
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 Complete silicon microdevices were connected to fluidic I/O and tested for their 
ability to establish a linear gradient. Unlike the PDMS microdevice the silicon devices are 
not transparent and thus they are not compatible with standard brightfield microscopy. 
Instead, a fluorescent dye was used – providing a quantifiable readout of gradient 
establishement. Figure 13B shows a typical steady state linear gradient in the 
 
Figure 13: Fluorescent characterization of the silicon microdevice. (A) Low 
magnification photograph of two microdevices illustrating the geometry of both the 
chambers and the underlying channels. (B) Steady state Rhodamine B dye gradient. 
Scale bar = 200µm; (C) Quantification of pixel intensity (black) reveals a steady-state 
linear profile after 10 minutes, as predicted by the COMSOL model (grey line). 
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microdevice. Consistent with the model established in the previous chapter and with the 
size of the fluorescent dye this gradient is established in approximately ten minutes. 
Quantification of this gradient in ImageJ reveals an approximately linear profile again 
consistent with the predicted COMSOL profile (Figure 13C). 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
 
Standardization is undeniably the foundation of biology, and over the past centuries 
much of the nuances of cell cultures have been tediously detailed through trial and error.  
On the other hand, microdevice cell cultures, e.g. cells on chips, is an emerging 
technology. Although it shows great promise, as a nascent technology it is generating its 
own unique trial and error dataset28,86,87.   
 In this chapter a COMSOL model is described to reduce the amount of time 
required for rigorous on-chip cellular testing. This model is first applied to simple first-
order reaction-diffusion metabolites such as glucose and oxygen. It is then modified to 
accommodate complex biochemical equilibrium reactions such as pH. While pH was 
indeed the focus of this chapter, in the future the model may be extended to other 
equilibria such as cell-matrix (ECM) interactions or gene regulatory networks (GRNs). 
 
3.4 Methods 
 
3.4.1 COMSOL model 
 
Details of the COMSOL model for metabolic modeling can be found in Appendix C. 
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3.4.2 Silicon microdevice fabrication 
 
Details of the microdevice fabrication can be found in Appendix D. 
 
3.4.3 Gradient imaging and quantification 
 
To generate a linear gradient profile, a 1mg/mL solution of Rhodamine B in deionised 
(DI) water was loaded into one side of the microdevice and DI water without Rhodamine 
B was loaded in the other. After 30 minutes the device was imaged and quantified in 
ImageJ. The COMSOL model to which the gradient data was compared is detailed in 
Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 4 
BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PDMS MICROFABRICATION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Polydimethylsilxoane (PDMS) is arguably the most predominant material used for 
microfluidic device fabrication today as both a device substrate and for fluidic I/O. From 
an engineering perspective it has a plethora of attractive advantages including: optical 
transparency, chemical inertness, ready availability, and facile multiple layer molding 
that allows for rapid prototyping. However, it also has a more “troublesome” side such as 
difficult layer-to-layer bonding and highly hydrophobic surfaces that generally encumber 
aqueous applications. These problems have largely met with tractable, if not ideal, 
solutions55,88-100. However, a fundamental problem that has not been fully addressed is 
the propensity of PDMS to absorb molecules into its polymer network. Certainly, it is well 
known that PDMS is highly permeable to water vapor and most gases. Small 
hydrophobic molecules are also particularly susceptible to absorption101, but the polar -
Si-O-Si- polymer backbone presents both hydrophilic and hydrogen bonding 
opportunities making them particularly suited to accommodate oligopeptides and even 
proteins102.  
 The absorption ambivalence of PDMS places severe restrictions in biological 
applications where samples are generally laden with a large spectrum of molecules 
ranging in both size and hydrophobicities. Excessive absorption/adsorption can 
potentially alter solution analyte concentrations thereby confounding analytical analysis, 
or leach previously absorbed/adsorbed molecules to spuriously interfere with intended 
reactions. One venue that is exquisitely sensitive to imposed interference is stem cell 
differentiation. Here, infinitesimal variances in concentrations of morphogens trigger 
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vastly different cell lineages103. In this chapter two molecules required for differentiation 
of stem cells into motor neurons44, purmorphamine (PM) and retinoic acid (RA), are 
found to readily absorb into the polymer network and alter development pathways.  
 
4.2 Results 
 
4.2.1 Initial silicon microdevices unable to produce motor neurons 
 
A modification of a previously published differentiation protocol was initially used to 
direct the differentiation of mESCs into MNs within the confines of the silicon 
microdevice44 described in Chapter 3. Stem cells were grown on feeder cells for two 
days in complete media, at which point they were gravimetrically separated from the 
feeders and resuspended in Matrigel/Geltrex at a density of 1 x 106 – 1 x 107 cells/mL. 
The stem cells used for these experiments were genetically modified to produce GFP 
under the Hb9 promoter. Hb9 is a homeobox gene that is only produced by MNs, thus 
GFP expression can be used as a marker for presumptive motor neuron 
differentiation104. Perfusion microdevices were seeded with the cell suspension and 
covered with a #1.5 glass coverslip that was reversibly sealed to the device with a 
silicone sealant to prevent evaporation. To ensure a consistent flow rate these devices 
were connected to a syringe pump containing 2µM retinoic acid (RA) and 4µM 
purmorphamine (PM) in differentiation media44. To interface the syringe pump and the 
microdevices biomedical grade silicone tubing was used. Silicone tubing is preferred for 
its superior gas permeability and biocompatibility compared to Tygon105. Typically the 
syringe pump was operated between 100 and 200µL/hr. Simultaneously, flow-free 
control silicon microdevices were seeded and completely immersed in identical 
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differentiation media containing the two differentiation factors. These control silicon 
devices were designed in such a way that cells could only receive nutrients through 
microfabricated vias – simulating the flow devices but in a flow-free configuration (Figure 
14). Media in the control devices was replaced as needed, typically every other day. 
 After seven days of growth and differentiation microdevices were removed from 
the incubator and imaged (Figure 15A). Notably, cells cultured in the perfusion 
microdevice lacked any detectable signs of differentiation (GFP-) whereas cells grown in 
the flow-free control microdevices expressed significant amount of GFP (presumed 
motor neurons). Stem cell differentiation in the control flow-free device confirms that the 
stem cells are able to survive and differentiate within the confined space of the device – 
having only been supplied with nutrients through microfabricated vias. However, it also 
suggests that the fluidic delivery system is somehow interfering with the differentiation 
process.  
 
Figure 14: Photograph of the flow free silicon microdevice. Device pictured sitting 
atop a dime for scale. Detailed photograph of the microfabricated via array used to 
isolate the cell chamber. Scale bar = 100µm 
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 To confirm this, differentiation media containing RA and PM was pre-conditioned 
by leaving it inside of the syringe and fluidic tubing for several days outside of the 
incubator. This media was then added to mESCs that had been plated on a gelatin 
coated petri dish. Predictably, the syringe-conditioned media did not induce any 
 
Figure 15: The fluidic delivery system interferes with differentiation. (A.) Control flow-
free microdevices are able to produce MN differentiation whereas perfusion 
microdevices lack detectable GFP expression; (B.) Media pre-conditioned inside of the 
fluidic delivery system lacks the capablitiy for MN differentiation. Scale bar = 200µm 
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differentiation whereas the control media containing fresh RA and PM induced a 
significant amount of differentiation to GFP+ MNs (Figure 15B). Although care was taken 
to cover the syringe pump and tubing from ambient light, as it is well known that retinoids 
are particularly sensitive to photodegradation, portions of the fluidic delivery system were 
unable to be fully covered. Thus, it was hypothesized that the extreme sensitivity of the 
RA to light was disrupting its biological activity and thus the cells were not exposed to 
the correct dose of RA signaling. However, even after covering the syringe pumps and 
tubing with light-blocking material the perfused microdevice was still unable to produce 
GFP motor neurons. 
 Therefore the geometry of the control flow-free device was modified to make it 
identical to the flow devices, however instead of addressing the microchannels with 
fluidic tubing the control devices were immersed in differentiation media. After seven 
days a peculiar pattern of GFP expression emerged wherein cells nearest the 
connecting vias had high levels of GFP. Additionally, a ring of GFP expression was 
found at the interface of the Geltrex and silicone rubber sealant (Figure 16). Thus, it 
appeared that there was a diffusible factor important for cell survival and differentiation 
 
Figure 16: Control devices display peculiar patterns of GFP expression. Propidium 
iodide (PI) is a DNA binding dye and a marker for presumptive dead cells. Scale bar = 
1mm 
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that was only available at interfaces between the culture media and the cell suspension. 
The additional ring of cells infers this metabolite freely diffuses through the silicone 
rubber sealant, thus it was assumed this metabolite would be a highly diffusible gas such 
as CO2 or O2. Therefore a hypothesis was put forth that the low gas permeability of the 
glass covered microdevices may be the cause for our lack of differentiation perfusion 
microdevices, and thus all future microdevices would be capped with PDMS to ensure 
sufficient gas supply. This hypothesis was also supported by data obtained in control 
flow free devices suggesting that higher densities of cells deplete metabolites rapidly 
enough such that only cells nearest to the nutrient supply survive and cells just interior of 
high concentrations of differentiating motor neurons (which have high metabolic 
demands) die (Figure 17). 
 To test this hypothesis devices were seeded with cells as previously described 
and capped with 500µm thick PDMS “cover slips” and perfused with differentiation media 
containing RA and PM for a period of seven days. After seven days of growth there was 
again a distinct lack of fluorescence in the microfluidic device and only a marginal 
amount of GFP expression in the PDMS covered control (Figure 18). It seemed that 
 
Figure 17: Effect of density of cell survival. Flow free (control) microdevices seeded 
with increasing initial cell densities. The significant PI staining interior to densely 
populated regions of motor neurons suggests a metabolism-limited problem. Scale 
bar = 200µm 
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there was an additional property of silicone rubber that was hindering mESC 
differentiation to MNs. 
4.2.2 Stem cell differentiation molecules readily absorb into PDMS 
 
Previous groups have shown that PDMS readily absorbs hydrophobic molecules such as 
fluorescent dyes101. However, the polymer’s capability for absorbing long chain fatty 
acids such as retinoic acid is yet unknown. Thus, the absorption of RA into PDMS was 
first quantified spectroscopically using RA’s known optical adsorption at 350nm106. A 0.5 
mm x 5 mm x 5 mm film of PDMS was suspended in a 1 mM ethanoic solution of RA, 
and the optical absorption of PDMS at 350 nm was monitored as a function of time.  
Kinetic data on the RA diffusion into the PDMS (Figure 19A) was thus obtained. 
Predictably, the concentration in the PDMS follows a standard error function, the well-
known 1D solution to Fick’s second law of diffusion in a plane sheet57. 
 
Figure 18: PDMS covered flow devices unable to sustain differentiation. Flow free 
control devices continue to produce post-mitotic MNs (GFP+). Scale bar = 100µm 
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In this equation the sheet occupies the region –l < x < l, C0 is the initial concentration, D 
is diffusivity and n represents successive terms that correspond to concentrations in a 
semi-infinite medium at depths l-x, l+x, 3l-x, 3l+x…. For additional details readers are 
encouraged to review “The Mathematics of Diffusion”57. To fit the experimental data the 
experiment was recapitulated in silico using COMSOL (See Methods). A least squares fit 
to the data yielded a diffusivity for RA in PDMS, DRA = 1.26x10-10 m2/s. Notably, this 
value is nearly identical to the published retinoic acid diffusivity values in water107 
indicating that PDMS offers very little diffusional confinement of RA. Extrapolating the 
error function to equilibrium, t = infinity, gives an equilibrium concentration of RA in 
PDMS of Cpdms = 3.2 nM from which a distribution coefficient of 2.49 was determined. 
Distribution coefficients are commonly defined as the log ratio of solute concentration 
between two phases, log(Csolution/Cpdms). Clearly RA not only diffuses readily through 
PDMS, but PDMS also acts substantially as a reservoir to store large quantities of RA for 
future release. The latter was found particularly devastating for stem cell differentiation 
experiments. 
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 Working models of the absorption and diffusion of molecules into PDMS suggest 
that the selectivity of PDMS absorption is based solely on a molecule’s distribution 
coefficient108. Thus, based on a similar size and hydrophobicity with RA, similar values 
are expected for the agonist, PM (NCBI Pubchem Database). Therefore, for simplicity, 
PM and RA are henceforth referred to as “mediators”. 
 
4.2.3 Leaching of mediators from PDMS induces embryonic stem cell 
differentiation 
 
To test the assumption that PDMS prior chemical history can impact biological results, a 
silicon based microfluidic device completely devoid of PDMS was used, (Figure 19B109). 
An Hb9::GFP transgenic mouse embryonic stem cell line was also used to monitor 
presumptive MN differentiation. Cells were suspended in a 3D matrix (Geltrex) and 
cultured in the cell chamber. The microfabricated “vias” located beneath the cell 
chamber supplied nutrients to the cells. A PDMS coverslip of similar dimensions to that 
described above was placed over the cell chamber and the device channels were 
 
Figure 19: PDMS readily absorbs small hydrophobic molecules. (A.) The kinetics of 
RA absorption into PDMS (n=3) plotted alongside a computational fit of the data (blue); 
(B.) Experimental setup for biological testing of the effects of mediator infused PDMS 
on mouse embryonic stem cells 
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supplied with cell culture media devoid of chemical mediators. In one set of experiments, 
the PDMS coverslip was pre-saturated with RA (3.2 nM) and PM (12.8 nM). As a control 
either a fresh, untreated PDMS or a glass coverslip was used to cover the cell chamber. 
Cells were cultured in the microchambers in a 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator for seven days at 
which point they were removed and imaged. After seven days the mediator impregnated 
PDMS device clearly showed Hb9+ terminally differentiated motor neurons while the 
mediator free devices, using either a glass or PDMS cover, showed little to no 
differentiation, Figure 20A. Staining of the control with Hoechst 33342 showed a living 
and viable GFP- cell population. 
 In vitro studies of mouse embryonic stem cell differentiation have shown that 
cells obtain a neural progenitor identity in three days110. Two days later they begin to 
express genes associated with adult post-mitotic neurons, such as Hb9. Given this 
timeline, the presence of motor neurons in the PDMS covered microdevice suggests a 
slow release of mediators over the course of many days. This experiment was therefore 
reconstructed in silico to determine the duration and dose of RA and PM exposure. 
 
Figure 20: Biological implications of PDMS absorption of small molecules. (a)  
Spontaneous differentiation of  Hb9::GFP embryonic stem cells into motor neurons 
from leaching mediators after seven days of culture. (b) The glass covered 
microdevice does not induce differentiation despite identical growth conditions. (c) A 
COMSOL model of the leaching experiment reveals a slow release of mediators from 
PDMS over a timeline long enough to induce  differentiation. Dashed line indicates 
RA differentiation threshold. Scale bar = 250µm. 
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When the mediator concentration in the microchamber is mapped as a function of time, 
Figure 20B, it is immediately evident that the concentration of mediators within the cell 
chamber is substantial for the majority of the seven day culture period. Given the key 
patterning timeline of 3-4 days44,111, the computational model supports the hypothesis 
that the extended slow release of the mediators from the PDMS is sufficient to induce 
spurious differentiation into motor neurons (Figure 20C, dashed line).  
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4.2.4 PDMS is an impractical material for sensitive biological applications 
 
The surprising result that a key developmental regulator, retinoic acid, freely diffuses 
through PDMS imposes significant limitations on the use of PDMS substrates in 
biological applications. To further illustrate this point a generic microfluidic chip 
consisting of two parallel channels having dimensions W x W x L and separated by 
some distance X was simulated in COMSOL (Figure 21A). One channel was loaded 
with a hydrophobic molecule with diffusivity equal to that of retinoic acid flowing at a 
constant velocity such that it could be treated as a semi-infinite and constant 
concentration “source”. 
 The residence time, tres, of the parallel channel, the sink, can be represented as 
tres=L/v where v is the average fluid velocity. The characteristic diffusion time from Fick’s 
law is given by tciff=(W+X)2/2D, where D is the diffusivity (assuming the diffusivity in 
PDMS and the channel are approximately equal). It is easy to see that substantial 
equilibration between the two channels occurs when tres approaches tdiff, and as a rough 
approximation the concentration in both channels are substantially equal when tres = 5tdiff. 
More specifically the outlet concentration is given as:  
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As an example consider RA with a characteristic diffusion time, tdiff = 16.5 min, diffusing 
across two parallel channels separated by X = 500 µm.  A residence time of tres = 30 s is 
sufficient to raise the concentration of RA in the sink to 1% of the source channel 
concentration. In general, the percent contamination will increase proportionally with 
increasing D, tres, and L, inversely proportional to v, and inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance between the two channels, i.e. 1/X2. Therefore, for slow flow rates 
such as commonly used for plug flow experiments or devices with densely packed 
microchannels (i.e. short diffusion distances) the percentage of inter-channel 
contamination will be significantly higher (Figure 21B). Undoubtedly, this example is 
meant to demonstrate the limits for the most sensitive of experimental applications; 
however it highlights both the engineering design considerations as well as the practical 
limitations of PDMS substrates. 
 
  
 
Figure 21: Simulations of inter-channel transfer of material. (A.) Simulation geometry 
of two parallel microfluidic channels illustrating the spatial concentration profile 
between source (red) and sink (blue) channels; (B.) Plot of the sink outlet 
concentration as a function of the residence time and separation distance. 
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4.3 Conclusions 
 
Despite the fact that the issue of molecular absorption of PDMS has been addressed for 
nearly a decade101 it still remains somewhat marginalized. Here we have shown that at 
least in critical applications, the physiochemical ad/absorption properties of PDMS 
cannot be ignored and has significantly tangible implications on the experimental 
outcomes. While in many instances this will be a detrimental property, we note that there 
are undoubtedly potential applications where molecular absorption may be beneficial, for 
example as a diffusive drug delivery source analogous to a nicotine patch. Lastly, the 
potential for PDMS microdevice “contamination” is certainly not limited to the simple 
morphogens used in this report, i.e. retinoic acid and purmorphamine, but applies to a 
vast number of other molecules to varying degrees—from the small gas molecule to 
large proteins. Furthermore, in this paper we have only considered the microdevice 
itself, however medical grade silicone tubing is frequently used for fluidic interconnects – 
which presents even more material for ad/absorption.  The pertinent question is simply 
to what extent can the application tolerate the pervasive properties of PDMS. 
 
4.4 Methods 
 
4.4.1 Absorbance of RA 
 
Retinoic acid (Cayman Chemicals) was suspended in 200 proof ethanol (Fisher) at a 
concentration of 1 mM. A 0.5 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm film of PDMS was suspended in the 
RA solution. A UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Beckman Coulter Model DU640) was used to 
measure the absorbance between 280 nm and 500 nm. Measurements were taken at 
regular intervals over a period of 4 hours. For each measurement, the PDMS was 
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removed from the RA solution and placed in a clean cuvette. A calibration curve of RA in 
ethanol was assembled to correlate absorbance values to concentrations.  
 
4.4.2 COMSOL simulations 
 
COMSOL Multiphysics (Version 5.0) simulations were executed on an Intel Core i7 
computer running Windows 7 Professional. Simulation geometry mimicked actual 
experimental geometries. Typically, a default “Normal” size mesh was used. Both 
Transport of Diluted Species and Creeping Flow interfaces were used as needed. 
Residence times ranging from 1 s to 100 s were used for all experiments. Separation 
distances ranging from 5 µm to 200 µm were implemented as a Parametric study, which 
ensures that the simulations are properly re-meshed after each solution. The diffusion 
coefficient was equal to the measured retinoic acid diffusion coefficient through PDMS. 
An arbitrary inflow concentration of 1 mol/m3 was used to represent a normalized drug 
concentration. 
 
4.4.3 Culture of mES cells 
 
Frozen stocks of mixed mouse embryonic stem cells (MESCs)/mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (MEFs) (Generous gift of Gregory Cox, JAX) were plated on gelatin (Life 
Technologies) coated dishes and cultured for two days in MESC media44. Cells were 
chemically detached from the surface using StemPro Accutase (Life Technologies) and 
resuspended at a concentration of between 1x106 and 1x107 cells/mL in Geltrex (Life 
Technologies). A small quantity (< 1 µL) of cell suspension was placed on the cell 
chamber and covered with either a glass coverslip or PDMS impregnated with 
mediators. Chambers were sealed with biomedical grade silicone grease that had been 
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precipitated in isopropanol to remove low molecular weight components. Chambers 
were then placed in a petri dish of ADFNK media and cultured for seven days. Media 
was changed every two days. For perfusion devices syringe pumps (New era systems) 
situated outside of the incubators were connected to microdevices using biomedical 
grade silicone tubing (Helix Biomedical). 
 
4.4.4 Imaging and fluorescent staining 
 
Imaging was performed on a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 running Axiovision. Magnification 
was typically 50X and exposure time was typically 1.5 s. Propidium iodide used for 
Figure 16 was a 500nM solution in complete media. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DEVELOPMENT-ON-CHIP: RECREATING NEURAL TUBE PATTERNING IN VITRO 
WITH MICROFLUIDICS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
During spinal cord development, organizing centers surrounding the neural tube, such 
as the notochord, paraxial mesoderm and roof/floor plates, release chemical cues 
directing neural precursor cells to differentiate into mature neurons (Figure 22). The 
most studied of these cues is sonic hedgehog (Shh), which is released from notochord 
and floor plate cells establishing a ventral (high) to dorsal (low) concentration gradient 
across the neural tube112 directing the differentiation of ventral neural progenitors 12 into 
highly organized domains of neural subtypes113. An opposing gradient of bone 
morphogenetic protein (BMP) and other members of the transforming growth factor beta 
(TGF-β) superfamily of signaling molecules are simultaneously released by roof plate 
cells, concurrently patterning the dorsal half of the neural tube and establishing a cross-
repressive boundary between the dorsal and ventral halves of the developing spinal cord 
114. Patterning along the anteroposterior (AP) axis occurs simultaneously with DV 
patterning and is the result of opposing gradients of retinoic acid (RA) and fibroblast 
growth factor (FGF), which induce a sequential activation of homeotic (Hox) genes10. 
Current models indicate that these four signaling molecules (Shh, BMP, RA and FGF) 
jointly coordinate most of the spatial and temporal differentiation of the neural tube20. 
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Much of the elegant detail of embryonic patterning, such as the interaction 
between signaling pathways, remains unknown20. Many experiments to define these 
relationships have proven somewhat tedious and time consuming, which has led many 
developmental biologists to turn to stem cells to both recapitulate and illuminate these 
complex developmental processes60,115,116,. However, without proper tools to exert spatial 
control over the growth and differentiation of stem cells researchers are limited to simple 
bath applications of differentiation factors. 
To preserve developmental organization in vitro, a microfluidic device has been 
designed and fabricated that is capable of recreating the tightly regulated 
microenvironment of chemical morphogens found within developing tissue (Figure 22A). 
 
Figure 22: Graphical overview of the microfluidic reconstruction of the neural tube 
(A). Schematic of a neural tube highlighting the 100µm “slice” recreated by our 
microfluidic device. Four primary signals (RA, Shh, BMP and FGF) are responsible 
for patterning the bulk of the neural tube (NC: Notochord). Notably, a Shh gradient 
is responsible for directing the differentiation of ventral neural progenitors into 
discreet domains of neurons. This DV patterning is simulated by the microdevice (B 
and C)., which is designed and fabricated on the same length scale as the 
developing neural tube, i.e. 1mm.. Flow channels running under the cell chamber 
supply nutrients and desired guidance molecules to the cells and high resistance 
vias limit unwanted flow into the cell chamber. (D.) A photograph of the microdevice 
sitting atop a dime shows the appropriate scale of the device. 
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The microdevice employs simple Fickian diffusion58 principles to generate concentration 
landscapes of critical morphogens and faithfully mimic the in vivo environment 
responsible for directing naïve stem cells to differentiate into their specialized cell 
destinies. To date, a few microfluidic platforms have been used to study aspects of 
spinal cord patterning46,48, however due to technical limitations, neither were able to 
recreate the spatially discreet domains of neural subtypes found in the neural tube. 
Furthermore, both devices were fabricated using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS); a 
polymer which has recently been shown to be detrimental to sensitive stem cell 
differentiation studies117. As a result, this is the first report to recapitulate spatial 
organization of neural tube development in vitro using a microfluidic device.  
 
5.2 Results 
 
5.2.1 Optimization of 3D culture substrate and cell seeding density 
 
One overlooked parameter from previous chapters was a rigorous investigation of 3D 
matricies for stem cell differentiation studies. The matrix is a critical parameter to the 
operation of the microdevice as it prevents unwanted convective flows from disturbing 
any imposed gradients. For stem cells it has the additional advantage of providing a 
number of binding sites for adhesion and neurite outgrowth. Typical in vitro stem cell 
differentiation studies use either free floating embryoid bodies or dissociated stem cells 
plated on a gelatin surface to provide a substrate for adhesion. However, this approach 
sacrifices biological relevancy for improved imaging contrast. 
 From the previous chapter there appeared to be a significant effect of cell density 
in the microdevice to the overall cell survival and differentiation. This was also observed 
with 2D U2OS culture within the microdevice, which appeared to exhibit a minimum 
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density at which point cells would no longer double in the device. To optimize stem cell 
experiments four different hydrogels were assayed at three different cell densities for 
overall cell morphology and degree of differentiation as indicated by GFP (HB9) 
expression.  
 Matrigel is the most widely used hydrogel for 3D cell culture and is a 
reconstituted basement membrane product largely comprised of extracellular matrix 
proteins such as laminin, collagen IV, entactin and heparin sulphate proteoglycan. It also 
also contains numerous signaling factors such as PDGF, IGF-1, and EGF many of which 
may interfere with motor neuron differentiation. Therefore both the growth factor reduced 
(GFR) and human stem cell qualified (hES) Matrigel were used for differentiation 
studies. Two synthetic matricies were also tested: Hystem and Hystem-C, both of which 
are based on hyaluronic acid, an ECM component abundant in embryos and in 
microenvironments surrounding stem cells. The Hystem-C contains an additional 
collagen backbone to provide additional binding sites for general cell attachment.  
 Stem cells were grown on feeder embryonic fibroblasts for two days at which 
point they were removed and gravimetrically separated from the feeders. The relatively 
purified population of stem cells were resuspended in one of four hydrogels and 
approximately 10uL droplets of gel were placed at the bottom of a multiwall plate. Cell 
suspensions were given time to cure at which point pre-warmed ADFNK containing 2uM 
RA and 4uM PM was added to induce motor neuron differentiation. Media was changed 
daily and cells were imaged every twenty-four hours to assay changes in density. 
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 Figure 23 shows low magnification (25X) images of 10µL droplets of mESCs 
suspended in various matricies. Overall morphologies and the degree of differentiation is 
highly dependent upon both the initial seeding density as well as the hydrogel used. 
Importantly, cells seeded below a threshold density of approximately 2x107 cells/mL 
exhibited very little proliferation and differentiation. However, cultures of mESCs 
suspended in the GFR Matrigel at high densities formed dense neural clusters, which 
actually inhibited differentiation of cells on the interior portions of the clusters – possibly 
 
Figure 23: Comparison of various three-dimensional matricies for the culture of 
mESCs. Scale bar = 2mm 
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due to nutrient deprivation. Despite the high degree of proliferation and differentiation of 
mESCs in the HyStem or HyStem-C gels the GFR Matrigel was used for all subsequent 
experiments due to its degree promotion of MN differentiation, widespread use and 
acceptance as a 3D culture substrate and ease of use. 
 
5.2.2 Design of an on-chip fluidic reservoir 
 
Previous microdevice perfusion experiments using silicone fluidic interconnects were 
unable to produce MNs (see Chapter 4). Therefore, a novel on-chip fluidic reservoir was 
developed to eliminate the need for a syringe pump. A 5mL media reservoir was 
adhered to the microfluidic chip using biomedical grade adhesive (Figure 24A). Flow 
through the microdevice is controlled by both the liquid level height and the fluidic 
resistance in the channels. COMSOL was again utilized to design appropriately sized 
high resistance channels in the microfluidic device to provide the correct amount of flow 
resistance to achieve the desired flow rate (approximately 100µL/hr) (Figure 24B). The 
inlet pressure (pressure drop) is determined by the height of liquid in the reservoir, which 
will gradually decrease as flow persists (Figure 24C). Therefore these devices had to be 
refilled approximately every 12 hours to maintain appropriate flow rates. The on-chip 
resevoirs also enabled the entire device to be placed within a 37°C, 5% CO2 cell culture 
incubator. 
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5.2.3 Directed spatial motor neuron differentiation in the microfluidic device 
 
Exhibiting spatial control over the differentiation of ES cells to motor neurons represents 
a significant step towards validating the microdevice as a viable platform. Therefore, a 
modification of an established protocol known to induce motor neuron differentiation in 
vitro 44 was first used to demonstrate if ES cells in the microdevice respond appropriately 
 
Figure 24: Design of on chip fluidic reservoirs. (A.) Microdevice photograph 
highlighting the media resevoirs adhered to the reverse of the silicon device. (B.) 
COMSOL rendering of the microdevice used to determine the appropriate channel 
dimensions to achieve a desired flow rate. (C.) Plot of the flow rate as a function of 
the liquid level height. 
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to chemical morphogens. ES cells containing an Hb9::GFP transgenic reporter gene 
were suspended in a 3D matrix and seeded in the microdevice growth chamber, capped 
with a cover slip and provided with a uniform concentration of 1µM RA and 3µM 
purmorphamine (PM), a known agonist of the Shh pathway 118, in ADFNK media for 
seven days. Hb9 is a homeobox gene only expressed by post-mitotic motor neurons 104, 
and is thus a useful marker for differentiation.  
After seven days cells were imaged for GFP expression across the entire length 
of the imposed gradient to identify spatial patterning, Figure 25. Except where noted all 
images were taken under low magnification (50X) to capture the entire 1mm x 1mm cell 
chamber and fluorescent intensity quantified as a function of spatial distribution down the 
Shh/PM gradient. For analysis the chamber was divided vertically (along the gradient) 
into 10, 100µm wide bins and the fluorescence intensity, which is proportional to the 
number of cells, in each bin quantified. All experiments were repeated on at least four 
different devices, and the average cell counts for all experiments plotted to the right of 
the figure as a function of distance (additional details can be found in the Methods). 
After exposure to a uniform concentration of PM and RA an equally uniform 
concentration of Hb9+ cells populate the device and clearly validated the microdevice as 
capable of promoting ES differentiation to motor neurons (Figure 25a). Next, Hb9::GFP 
ES cells were exposed to a linear gradient of PM in a uniform background RA (Figure 
25b) from day 0 to day 7 to demonstrate the established hypothesis that a Shh gradient 
is responsible for the stepwise remodeling of neural precursors into distinct subtypes of 
ventral neurons103. In all figures gradients are schematically represented as triangles and 
concentrations span from the indicated value (i.e. 4, 8 or 16) to zero at the opposite end. 
Interestingly, an Hb9+ band of differentiated motor 
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Figure 25: Directed spatial patterning in the microfluidic device reveals a region of 
permissive differentiation. Representative images and average plots of spatial 
differentiation of Hb9 cells along Shh gradient. Vertical bars on the left diagrammatically 
indicate the concentration and spatial gradient of RA and/or Shh.  Plots to the right 
indicate the average intensity distribution from at least four experiments.(a). Control. 
Hb9+ motor neurons subjected to a uniform concentration of PM and RA. (b-d). Hb9+ 
motor neurons subjected to varying PM gradients. Inset in (c) illustrates higher 
magnification detail of motor neuron cluster (200X confocal image). Scale bar = 200µm.  
Asterisks represent statistical significance where * = P≤0.05, ** = P≤0.01 and *** = 
P≤0.001 
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neurons resembling that found in vivo clearly developed. Quantification of replicate 
microdevice experiments using ANOVA confirmed statistical nonuniformity in motor 
neuron differentiation.  
Previous work using chick neural tube explants has revealed that the time/dose-
integral of the Shh gradient specifies ventral neural subtypes within the neural tube 119. 
To test this finding, the PM concentration gradient was varied, and corresponding shifts 
in the Hb9+ band were monitored (Figure 25b-d). Our results indicate that motor neuron 
differentiation is strictly concentration driven. Motor neurons in the microdevice prefer an 
absolute PM concentration of approximately 3–4 µM independent of the PM gradient 
magnitude or time to differentiation. This suggests that ES cells respond to neither the 
presence of a Shh gradient per se nor the slope of the Shh gradient, but rather to a 
narrow range of PM concentrations. This finding correlates well with in vivo results 
indicating that adjusting the diffusion of the Shh ligand leads to spatial changes in motor 
neuron development120. Higher magnification (200X) confocal imaging revealed 
hundreds of neurons within each cluster (Figure 25c, inset) and staining of 
microdevices in situ with Hoechst 33342 and propidium iodide (PI) confirmed that the 
vast majority of cells in the microdevice were living and the results were not simply due 
to the formation of a hospitable growth zone (Figure 26). Taken together, these results 
suggest that ES cells can be spatially patterned through establishing a PM gradient, 
which sets up a permissive differentiation region. 
The remarkable similarity between in vitro results and known in vivo patterning 
prompted an extension of the study to include two opposing gradients, PM and BMP4, in 
order to illustrate the additional control that could potentially be exerted over the spatial 
differentiation. During vertebrate neural tube patterning the signaling factor BMP4 
mediates the differentiation of a subset of dorsal interneurons 121, and also antagonizes 
Shh activity (Ulloa and Briscoe, 2007). However, prior to neural tube closure it is 
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responsible for the promotion of non-neural ectodermal lineages 122,123. Given the 
differentiation protocol and timeline (i.e. differentiation factors given from days 0 to 7) a 
hypothesis was put forth that introducing an opposing gradient of BMP4 at a very early 
time would serve to inhibit neural differentiation and thus restrict motor neuron formation. 
Several combinations of PM and BMP4 opposing gradients were investigated 
and a universal response was found whereby BMP4 induced a significant spatial 
narrowing of the motor neuron region (Figure 27) indicating that the differentiating stem 
cells were able to sense and correctly respond to gradients imposed at both ends of the 
microdevice. Furthermore, consistent with the known role of BMP4 and its maintenance 
of pluripotency 124, expression of the pluripotent ES marker Oct4 was detectible (Figure 
28), particularly in regions of high BMP4 concentrations and generally outside of the 
Hb9+ permissive region. Combined, these results indicate that a significant amount of 
control over the directed spatial differentiation of the ES cells is achievable with just two 
neural tube mediators. 
 
Figure 26: Live/dead staining of microdevices. Hoechst 3342 and PI are both DNA 
stains, however PI is membrane impermeable and is thus a marker of presumptive 
dead cells. Positive Hoechst staining outside the MN domain reveals a large 
population of non-MN cells. Scale bar = 200µm 
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Figure 27: Introduction of a BMP4 cross gradient narrows the developing motor 
neuron band. Representative images from three independent microdevice 
experiments along with quantified plots of average cell counts from all experiments; 
(a). ES cells cultured in a uniform concentration of PM and RA exhibit little spatial 
preference; (b). The introduction of a linear gradient of PM with constant RA induces 
a preference towards higher PM concentrations (3-4µM); (c). The addition of an 
opposing gradient of BMP4 (20ng/mL) further narrows the motor neuron domain. 
Scale bar = 200µm 
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5.2.4 Spatial patterning of neural progenitors within the microdevice accurately 
recapitulates in vivo patterning 
 
In the neural tube, motor neurons represent only a small fraction of possible neural 
subtypes. The majority are interneurons responsible for motor coordination and the 
interfacing of motor and sensory inputs 20. To test for the existence of other neural 
subtypes within the PM gradient, the differentiated cells were first counterstained with 
DAPI. Imaging revealed extensive nuclear staining both within and outside of the Hb9+ 
regions indicating populations of cell types other than motor neurons (Figure 30a).  
Therefore, in situ immunocytochemistry was performed to stain for known neural 
precursor transcription factors, Nkx2.2, PAX6 and PAX7, at various stages during cell 
differentiation in a PM gradient. The first step in the induction of ventral progenitors by 
Shh is the repression of class I transcription factors, notably PAX6 and PAX7. These are 
down regulated by the presence of Shh to varying degrees 125. Loss of function studies 
 
Figure 28: Oct4 staining of microdevices. High expression of the pluripotency marker 
Oct4 towards the dorsal end of the microdevice (outside of the permissive motor 
neuron region) indicates the effect of early exposure to a cross-gradient of BMP4. 
Scale bar = 200µm 
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performed in vivo have shown that the deletion of these transcription factors typically 
results in a loss of a ventral interneuron subtype and a general dorsal-to-ventral 
transformation in progenitor cell identity 126. Simultaneously, Shh induces the expression 
of class II transcription factors, including Nkx2.2. The opposing effects of the class I and 
class II transcription factors helps to define sharp progenitor subtype boundaries.  
With the application of a PM gradient in our microdevice, a temporal and spatial 
pattern of neural precursor cells was obtained that was strikingly similar to that found in 
vivo. At early times the Shh induced Nkx2.2 was confined to the very highest 
concentration of PM (most ventral), Figure 30b and Figure 29. The highest and most 
accessible concentration of Shh is located directly in the vias and underlying 
 
Figure 29: Imaging of microfluidic channel reveals Nkx2.2 expression at the highest 
levels of PM.  Device in Figure 30b imaged from the reverse side (channel side). Cells 
in the vias and channel express high levels of Nkx2.2 due to the induction of class I 
transcription factors by PM; (B) A replicate experiment gives the same pattern of 
Nkx2.2 staining. Scale bar = 200µm 
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microchannels and indeed this is where Nkx2.2 was expressed. The sharp boundary for 
Nkx2.2 is mostly due to the geometry of the vias and not a real spatial distribution as is 
seen for Hb9+ cells. However, to ensure this staining pattern was not an anomaly the 
experiment was repeated numerous times and obtained the same pattern of expression 
(Figure 31), which confirmed that Nkx2.2 is expressed only at high Shh concentrations. 
The Shh repressed PAX6 could be found early (day three) in all cells in the microdevice 
(Figure 30c). The boundary between the dorsal extent of Nkx2.2 and PAX6 correlate 
well with chick neural tube staining126. At later times, as the time/dose integral of Shh 
activity increases, the dorsal transcription factors PAX6 and PAX7 are pushed further 
down the PM gradient (Figure 30e-d). PAX6 staining is greatest approximately 100-
200µm from the dorsal most region of the microdevice (Figure 30e), and PAX7 which is 
about eight times more sensitive to Shh than PAX6126 can only be seen in the region of 
lowest concentration of PM by day six (Figure 30d). 
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Figure 30: Spatial and temporal expression of transcription factors in vitro consistent 
with in vivo expression (a). Staining of post-mitotic cells uncovers the presence of 
non-HB9 expressing cells; (b). Staining these cells at earlier time points (day three) 
reveals that the expression of class II proteins (Shh induced) is confined to the 
highest concentration of PM, while expression of class I proteins (Shh repressed), 
such as PAX6, is widespread; (c). At later developmental time points (d, e) a clear 
down regulation of class II transcription factors (PAX6/7) by PM is evident. After 
differentiation, the HB9+ motor neurons obtain a medial motor column identity (Lim3+) 
(f). and express markers of the hindbrain region (Ephb1-3+) (g). Scale bar = 200µm 
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Lastly, given that the microdevice captures a single 100µm dorsoventral slice (Figure 
22A) of the neural tube somewhere on the anteroposterior (AP) axis a battery of AP 
markers were applied to fixed and permeabilized devices to confirm where on the AP 
axis this was. Since AP identity is not a known function of PM a uniform concentration of 
both PM and RA was used. Hb9+ motor neurons in the microdevice mostly expressed 
AP markers consistent with upper spinal cord or hindbrain identity (Ephb1-3+) (Figure 
30g), and did not express any markers of the thoracic or brachial spinal cord (Figure 
31). Furthermore, the motor neurons in the microdevice were mostly of the medial motor 
column (Lim3+) (Figure 30f). Both of these observations correlate well with previously 
published work in standard culture systems 45,60. Taken together, these results indicate 
that the spatial patterning achieved in the microdevice faithfully mimics that of the 
developing spinal cord. 
  
 
Figure 31: Stem cells differentiated in the microdevice stain negative for brachial and 
thoracic AP axis markers. Cells from PM gradient experiments were stained for 
Hoxb4 (brachial) and Hoxc9 (thoracic) markers to assay AP axis identity. Scale bar = 
200µm 
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5.2.5 Novel temporal in vitro gradient studies in the microfluidic device 
 
One aspect of neural development studies that is difficult to perform ex vivo is related to 
questions of temporal changes. This device, coupled with fluorescent reporters, enables 
users to study real time cell responses to imposed gradients. As an example the 
Hb9::GFP fluorescent reporter cell line to address the question of whether cells in the 
microdevice were moving within the PM gradient, implying PM acts as a 
chemoattractant, or if they were simply up-regulating Hb9 in specific PM regions. 
According to recent work by the Megason laboratory 127 using a novel in toto imaging 
technique, extensive spatial reorganization occurs during Zebrafish neural tube 
development. In vertebrates, motor neuron somas migrate laterally as they exit the cell 
cycle and settle in discrete clusters defined by their respective motor column 128. 
However, in the device, time lapse imaging of Hb9::GFP cells during differentiation 
seems to suggest very little cell motility.  
Cells were seeded in a microdevice with a uniform density and imaged daily 
using a constant fluorescence intensity to assess cell motility, Figure 32b-g. Figure 32a 
shows the initial distribution of cells within the microdevice using enhanced contrast of 
intrinsic fluorescence. Within each cluster of differentiating cells there was a significant 
cellular rearrangement, which may represent translocations during the final stages of  
differentiation, similar to the medial to lateral shift seen in the neural tube.  
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Figure 32: Time lapse imaging of motor neuron development in the microdevice 
reveals little overall cell movement. Contrast artificially enhanced in first image (a) 
to illustrate seeding density. Images for subsequent days (b-g) acquired every 24 
hours at a constant intensity. Quantitation of Hb9 intensity over time reveals a 
pattern of expression similar to that found in vivo. Scale bar = 200µm 
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However, once differentiated, most cells are static (Figure 32b-g). This strongly 
suggests an up regulation scenario where cells respond to threshold stimulations of Shh 
and subsequently differentiate into neural subtypes within specific Shh concentration 
ranges. However, before forming Hb9+ clusters, some single neural cells do appear to 
have considerable motility with average velocities between 20-25 µm/hr.  The reason for 
this behavior and the chemical fields driving motility are not known, but motile cells tend 
to move up the PM gradient. Additionally, quantification of the fluorescence intensities in 
Figure 32 reveals the temporal expression of Hb9, which peaks at day seven and 
begins to decline thereafter. This has never been noted before in vitro, but correlates 
well with in vivo data that suggests Hb9 is down regulated as motor neurons choose 
their specified motor column subtype 129. 
As a tangential note, another well known gradient induced response is axonal 
guidance 130. Indeed, a common feature of all neural cells is the development and 
extension of neurites 131. In the microdevice, motor neurons grown over seven days 
exhibited a highly dynamic pattern of neurite extension and regression (Figure 33). 
Interestingly, the motor neuron bundles appear to extend neurites omnidirectionally at 
 
Figure 33: Time lapse of neurite outgrowth suggests a possible guidance 
mechanism.  Inverted image was used to enhance neurite visibility. Black arrows in 
(b) illustrate regions of omnidirectional neurite growth on day six that were redirected 
towards higher concentrations of PM (red arrows) on day seven. Scale bar = 200µm 
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day six and by day seven they appear to redirect their neurites up the PM gradient 
(Figure 33, arrows). The Shh pathway has, indeed, been implicated in axon guidance of 
dorsal interneurons that synapse with ventral neural populations and provide sensory 
and motor coordination 132. However, Shh mediated guidance of motor neuron 
projections has never been shown previously and warrants further investigation. Taken 
together these data illustrate the ease of performing time-lapse studies using this 
platform – particularly when coupled with transgenic reporter stem cell lines. 
 
5.3 Conclusions 
The intent of this chapter is to present how a novel microfluidic device can be used to 
recreate spatial and temporal patterning found during vertebrate neural development. 
Experiments perfoemd in this chapter validate the microdevice’s ability to sustain stem 
cell growth, create tailored chemical microenvironments (particularly morphogen 
gradients), induce ES cell differentiation scenarios found in vivo and recapitulate 
rudimentary neural tube organization. Shh, as the primary driver for the differentiation of 
ventral neural subtypes, directs motor neuron differentiation within a fixed PM 
concentration range of roughly 3µM–4µM, independent of the PM gradient. It should be 
noted that in these experiments a PM gradient is established–not a Shh gradient. It has 
been tacitly assumed throughout this chapter that activation of the Shh pathways 
through the agonist PM is equivalent to a Shh gradient. Additional investigation is 
warranted to validate this assumption is reasonable. For all experiments PM was used in 
conjunction with RA, a known inducer of neural differentiation133. Motor neuron 
differentiation was found to occur only above a threshold RA concentration of 0.1µM 
(data not shown) and was not a tangible function of RA gradients. This is again 
consistent with in vivo environments where somites maintain a uniform concentration of 
RA across individual segments.  However, a general anterior-to-posterior RA gradient 
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does exist in vivo16, and RA likely plays a role in specifying MN columns along the 
anteroposterior axis134. Finally, the introduction of an opposing BMP4 gradient induces a 
more defined sharpening of the motor neuron band through inhibition of 
neuroectodermal lineages122.   
The microfluidic platform represents a significant advancement over existing 
techniques enabling for the first time spatial and temporal patterning of stem cells.  
Hopefully, this new tool will help address pressing questions in developmental biology. 
The current embodiment of the device, with its dual source/sink channels, as well as 
simple variants of it58, allows the investigation of cellular differentiation in virtually any 
concentration landscape desired. Furthermore, the successful operation of the device 
requires no more attention than standard cell culture processes.  
 
5.4 Methods 
 
5.4.1 3D Cell Culture 
 HB9::GFP mESCs (Derived by the Cox laboratory, The Jackson Laboratory) 
were thawed and cultured for two days on 60mm gelatinized polystyrene dishes. Cells 
were enzymatically removed from the surface and gravimetrically separated from the 
feeders by two, 1 hour re-platings on gelatinized dishes. The relatively pure population of 
mESCs were then resuspendend in ice cold Matrigel or in HyStem, which was prepared 
as instructed in the user guide. Cell suspensions were given time to gel before ADFNK 
media with differentiation factors (4µM PM and 2µM RA) was added. 
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5.4.2 Microdevice fabrication 
 
Detailed fabrication steps can be seen in Appendix D and have been previously outlined 
(Chapter 3). 
 
5.4.3 Motor neuron differentiation 
 
For microdevice experiments, transgenic Hb9::GFP mouse embryonic stem cells 
(mESc’s) (Derived by the Cox Laboratory, JAX) were plated onto mitomycin C treated 
fibroblasts (JAX) and allowed to grow for two to three days in ADFNK stem cell media 
(Life Technologies) 44 containing leukemia inhibitory factor (EMD Millipore). Before 
plating onto the microdevice, fibroblasts were separated from the mESc’s 
gravimetrically.  Stem cells were then re-suspended in growth factor reduced Geltrex™ 
(Life Technologies) at a concentration of 10-6–10-7 cells/mL and plated onto the 
microdevice chamber. A cover slip was applied over the chamber and the cover slip 
edges were sealed with biomedical grade silicone to prevent potential evaporation. The 
media reservoirs were loaded with appropriate concentrations of purmorphamine (Shh 
agonist, Cayman Chemical), retinoic acid (Sigma) and BMP4 (R&D Systems) in ADFNK 
media. Cell-loaded microdevices were then incubated at 37°C under 5% CO2 ambient 
with microchannel fluid flow to both perfuse cells and establish mediator gradients. 
Solution reservoirs were refreshed with media as needed, usually daily. Flow rates for all 
devices were approximately 100µL/hr throughout the duration of the experiment. This 
flow was more than sufficient to maintain a stable concentration gradient across the cell 
chamber and adequately perfuse the cells. Flow across the cells is essentially zero 
providing an environment closely mimicking living tissue. Cells were maintained in the 
microdevice for up to nine days without noticeable loss of vitality.  After the designated 
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experiment timeline (typically seven days) cells were fixed in situ with 4% 
paraformaldehyde for twenty minutes.  For immunocytochemistry, PAX6 (1:1000) 
(Deposited to the DSHB by Kawakami, A. (DSHB Hybridoma Product PAX6)), PAX7 
(1:10) (Deposited to the DSHB by Kawakami, A. (DSHB Hybridoma Product PAX7)), 
Nkx2.2 (1:10) (Deposited to the DSHB by Jessell, Thomas M / Brenner-Morton, Susan 
(DSHB Hybridoma Product 74.5A5)) were all incubated for 24 hours at 4oC.  Devices 
were washed and rhodamine anti-mouse secondary antibodies (1:100) (Jackson 
Immuno) were then applied to the devices and incubated for 24-hours at 4°C.  
 
5.4.4 Data analysis 
 
Imaging was performed on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 at 50X magnification and exposure 
times calibrated for constant intensity.  Images of Hb9+/GFP cells were thresholded and 
counted using ImageJ (NIH) using ten 100µm-wide bins that spanned the width of the 
device. At the low magnifications used here (50X), individual cells were not resolved and 
fluorescent intensities were used to quantify cell counts. An unsharp mask, that provides 
enhanced contrast at the expense of additional noise, was used.  Data were normalized 
to account for differences in cell density between devices by dividing the Hb9+ cell count 
per bin by the total number of Hb9+ cells in the device.  Statistically significant bins were 
analyzed using a two way ANOVA against the assumption of uniform distribution of cells 
(i.e. 10% of the cells in each bin).
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CHAPTER 6 
TOWARDS ENGINEERING THE NEURAL TUBE 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
One of the ultimate goals of field of stem cell biology is the ability to direct the 
differentiation of patient derived iPSCs (induced pluripotent stem cells) into any user 
defined cell type. Unfortunately, while a lot is known about the transcription factors 
involved in deriving various adult cell types43 there is still very little known about the 
underlying developmental biology behind cell fate decisions. Indeed, very few protocols 
are available which apply developmentally relevant morphogens for the directed 
differentiation of stem cells. Instead, most rely on clever genetic engineering to force 
differentiation135-138. 
 In understanding the development of the spinal cord a great deal of effort has 
been placed on characterizing the sonic hedgehog signalling pathway (Chapter 5). While 
this is arguably the most critical component for understanding the differentiation of motor 
neurons it is only a small piece of the developmental puzzle. Several signalling systems 
likely converge during the fate specification of motor neurons. For example, it is highly 
likely that anteroposterior signalling plays a critical role in delineating motor neuron 
subtype identity139. 
 In vertebrates the anteroposterior axis is largely defined by the action of two 
opposing signalling systems, retinoic acid (RA) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) 
(Figure 34). In general, RA promotes neural differentiation while FGF inhibits it. The 
timing and exposure to these two signals induce a saltatory remodeling of Hox genes 
that define the AP axis16. Indeed chick neural explants exhibit a concentration dependent 
induction of Hox-c expression when exposed to FGF210. Furthermore, it has recently 
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been shown that mESCs given a precise temporal pulse of Wnt signalling (a tail bud 
derived signalling factor) induces the formation of neuromesodermal bipotential 
progenitor cells. These cells can be further differentiated into motor neurons, having a 
lower spinal cord identity, as well as cells resembling the paraxial mesoderm. This 
finding lends further credence to the idea that neural progenitors in the developing 
neural tube are sensitive to many converging signals. 
 Recently, a group has published a microfluidic platform capable of generating 
simultaneous orthogonal chemical and mechanical gradients140 – however it should be 
noted that their device geometry does not allow them to generate orthogonal chemical 
gradients. Here the first microfluidic device capable of generating two orthogonal 
chemical gradients is designed, fabricated and tested.  
 
Figure 34: Schematic representation of the neural tube. Chapter 5 focuses on a 
single dorsoventral “slice” recapitulated by the two port microdevice whereas the new 
four port microdevice can recapitulate a slightly different slice of the developing 
neural tube. 
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6.2 Results 
 
6.2.1 Design and fabrication microdevice capable of generating orthogonal 
gradients 
 
The design of the four channel microdevice is built upon the existing two channel work 
presented in previous chapters. To generate orthogonal gradients an octagonal cell 
chamber is flanked by four individually addressed supply channels. These channels are 
again interfaced with the cell chamber through high resistance vias, which buffer the 
chamber from unwanted fluid flow into the chamber. A preliminary design for the four 
channel gradient generating microdevice can be seen in Figure 35. When paired 
opposite channels are used in a source/sink configuration the microdevice can generate 
 
Figure 35: Design concept for a four port microdevice. Many configurations can be 
used during device operation. This simulation illustrates a single linear gradient that 
can be produced using two sources and two sinks. In this manner two overlapping 
orthogonal gradients can be simultaneously generated. 
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two simultaneous orthogonal gradients that are nearly linear. These two overlapping 
gradients are designed to mimic the overlapping gradients found in the developing 
neural tube. 
 The microdevice fabrication is identical to that found in previous chapters. Briefly, 
a double-side polished oxidized silicon wafer was patterned and etched using standard 
photolithography and deep reactive ion etching. Fluidic channels were sealed by anodic 
bonding to a glass wafer (Borofloat 44) that had pre-drilled inlets. On-chip reservoirs 
were adhered to the completed devices using biomedical grade RTV. High resistance 
fluidic inlets provided sufficient flow resistance to set the flow rate to approximately 
100µL/hr. 
 
6.2.2 Microdevice characterization 
 
Loading of the microdevice with two different fluorescent dyes provides a simple assay 
of the device functionality (Figure 36). Simultaneous overlapping gradients of 
fluorescein and Rhodamine B were established in a four port device by using adjacent 
 
Figure 36: Simultaneous generation of two overlapping orthogonal gradients. Images 
here represent gradient after approximately 30 minutes of perfusion at which point 
steady state was reached. Scale bar = 500µm 
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and paired opposite source/sink channels. Flow to the microdevice was sufficient to 
maintain appropriate boundary conditions (i.e. > 1µL/hr).  
 
6.2.3 Preliminary testing of simultaneous dorsoventral and anteroposterior 
patterning 
 
Despite the fact that the four port device is designed to simulate the simultaneous AP 
and DV patterning of the neural tube the outcome of those experiments are completely 
unknown, and therefore would serve as a poor indication of device functionality. A better 
first experiment is to recapitulate a DV slice of the neural tube (Figure 34) in the same 
manner outlined in Chapter 5 to see if the motor neuron domain can be re-created. The 
additional benefit to the four port device in simulating DV patterning is the two flanking 
ports can be used to simulate the somites, which are mesodermal structures that are the 
primary producers of retinoic acid (RA)141.  
 The steady state diffusion profile in the four-port microdevice using a 1 source 3 
sink configuration reveals an important experimental design parameter (Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37: Process flow for characterization of the four port microdevice. A desired 
device experiment is first simulated in COMSOL. This particular simulation is designed 
to mimic a gradient of Shh across the neural tube. This experimental setup is then 
characterized using fluorescent or organic dyes. Finally, mESCs are subjected to the 
desired microenvironment and cultured for long enough to differentiate into motor 
neurons, typically 7 days. Red lines define chamber boundaries. Scale bar = 500µm 
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Instead of having only one sink constantly ‘removing’ material from the source (red) 
there are now three. The end result is a significantly lower concentration of the desired 
chemical (red) in the device chamber compared to the two port configuration. To 
illustrate the experimental design three different organic dyes were used to represent 
RA, Shh and BMP respectively (Figure 37). The dyes were allowed to diffuse for just 5 
minutes, well before steady-state is reached, but it serves as an example of the 
diffusional microenvironment created using this configuration. Finally, mESCs are 
seeded in the four-port microdevices as previously described. Media containing 5µM 
PM, 2µM RA and 20ng/mL BMP4 are loaded into their respective channels. Device 
media is changed out twice a day to maintain stable boundary conditions. Figure 37 
shows the device after two weeks of culture, about twice as long as previous 
experiments. Consistent with previous experiments (Chapter 5) HB9+ presumptive motor 
neurons are detectable at the ventral side of the microdevice in a ‘U’ shaped pattern as 
predicted by the COMSOL model. Furthermore and somewhat remarkably the motor 
neuron clusters have translocated to the lateral edges of the ventral side of the 
microdevice – which is consistent with known patterns of motor neuron migrations during 
motor column specification142. This result, although promising, certainly warrants further 
investigation to determine repeatability. 
 
6.3 Conclusions 
 
In this chapter a novel four-port microdevice is designed, fabricated and tested. This 
device provides an additional layer of biological reality compared with the previous two 
port design. Importantly, it allows users to expose mESCs to simultaneous orthogonal 
gradients, effectively mimicking the four-signaling model of neural tube development20. 
To confirm device functionality the device is used to mimic a DV ‘slice’ of neural tube 
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patterning similar to that described in previous chapters. After two weeks of 
differentiation not only have the stem cells differentiated to motor neurons in a particular 
region of PM concentration, but the cells have also migrated to the lateral edges of the 
microdevice, a movement that is also seen in vivo11. This simple experiment represents 
only the beginning of a series of experiments underway to hopefully understand how 
Hox genes control motor neuron column specification. 
 
6.4 Methods 
 
6.4.1 COMSOL 
 
Overall microdevice geometry was based on the two-port microdevice outlined in 
Chapter 5. COMSOLs built in Transport of Diluted Species was coupled with the 
Creeping Flow interface for all 4 channel device simulations. Boundary conditions for 
diffusion calculations were arbitrarily set to either 1 or 0 depending on whether the 
channel was a source or sink respectively. COMSOLs built in Water was used as a 
material for all domains. The cell chamber was defined as Water having a viscosity 10 
times the default viscosity. Boundary conditions for the Creeping Flow calculations were 
specified as a given pressure determined by the liquid level height in the 5mL media 
reservoirs on the microdevice. Outlet pressure was set to 0 (atm). A steady state study 
was used to produce all figures for this chapter. 
 
6.4.2 Device characterization 
 
For the fluorescent dye experiments solutions of fluorescein (100 µg/mL) and rhodamine 
b (100 µg/mL) in DI (de-ionized) water were loaded into the appropriate channels. 
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Devices were imaged every minute for thirty minutes at which point steady state had 
been reached. Images were acquired using a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 equipped with a 
Zeiss MRm monochrome camera using software-selected exposure times. Organic dyes 
were commercially available food coloring that were used un-diluted in the microdevice. 
For the food coloring figure the 3D matrix in the cell chamber was a 1.5% solution of 
agarose in DI water. 
 
6.4.3 mESC Experiments 
 
mESCs were cultured and loaded into the devices as previously described. 
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CHAPTER 7 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
Microfluidics is still a relatively new field of engineering that is just beginning to 
move into the field of biology and is already showing great promise. The small size and 
culture volumes make it ideal for mimicking biological processes, and the ability to 
precisely control fluids on the same length scale as the developing embryo makes it 
ideal for studying development.  
The anteroposterior (AP) patterning work in Chapter 6 is ongoing. The initial 
biological experiments have been promising (Figure 37) but several more experiments 
need to be prior to publication including the patterning of motor neurons with defined AP 
identities. Simultaneous to this work has been a side project on a “modular” microfluidic 
device. The motivation for this project was driven by the difficulty of performing in situ 
immunocytochemistry, as seen in Chapter 5.  
The modular microfluidic device is comprised of two separate silicon entities, one 
containing the cell chamber and the other the supply channels, similar to the design of 
the PDMS microdevice in Chapter 2 (Figure 38A). This enables the cell chambers to be 
physically plugged into the supply channels, allowing the chips to be removed after 
experimentation to easily fix and stain the cells in situ. This design also enables many 
parallel experiments on the same microfluidic platform (Figure 38B). Work is currently 
underway on a 3D printed fluidic delivery system which will provide a universal plug-and-
play platform to supply tens to hundreds of cell chamber chips. 
 
Much like sophisticated high throughput sequencing techniques brought about a 
revolution in genomic research in the past few decades so too will the use of stem cells 
for developmental biology143. Already we have seen an explosion in the number of 
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research groups creating organoids in a dish using stem cells as both tools for 
understanding development or platforms for drug testing144-147. Their relatively ease of 
use will no doubt make them a popular platform in years to come. However they lack a 
certain amount of control afforded by microfluidics. 
 Throughout this work many questions remain unanswered that neither space nor 
time permits. PDMS was and still remains the dominant substrate for microfabrication, 
but as Chapter 4 demonstrates it has many properties that make it somewhat 
unpredictable. The biological effects of PDMS microfabrication remains an important and 
 
Figure 38: Modular microfluidic gradient generating device. (A.) COMSOL model of 
the device, which is fabricated in two separate layers. (B.) Photograph of the 
chambers sitting inside of the channel wafer, dotted line indicates cut view illustrated 
by (A.). 
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unexplored area of research. How the polymer modifies gene expression and to what 
extent does it interfere with normal cellular processes has been largely ignored. This 
question is even more pertinent than ever with the rise of ‘Organs-on-Chip’ – which are 
almost exclusively fabricated in PDMS148.  
 Secondly, the drastically different morphologies exhibited by differentiating motor 
neurons in the various matrices tested in Chapter 5 brings up an important and often 
ignored fact of stem cell culture, which is the 3D culture of stem cells is still completely 
unexplored. Most groups using stem cells to study development use a two-dimensional 
plating of the cells - despite the fact that the 3D culture of cells, arguably the more 
biologically relevant, may produce completely different results. Furthermore, the entire 
field of stem cell culture is largely witchcraft with regards to media components and 
supplements. A good example of this can be found hidden in the supplemental section of 
a highly cited paper where modifications were made to media components and the 
resulting differentiation profiles were drastically altered111. 
 Finally the biological experiments performed in Chapters 5 and 6 represent a 
small fraction of potential questions that can be addressed using this microdevice. Even 
the simple two-port configuration can be used to help gain insight into the intricacies of 
the Sonic hedgehog signaling pathway. In this work, the limitation has been the lack of 
depth of knowledge of developmental biology with which to ask the relevant biological 
questions. Future collaborations, combined with powerful new genetic engineering 
techniques will enable the use of this platform to its greatest potential.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
PDMS FABRICATION PROCESS FLOW 
 
Table 3: PDMS fabrication process flow 
Process Equipment/Materials Settings/Specifications Comments 
1. Starting 
Material 4” silicon wafer 
SSP P-type Si wafers 
Resistivity: 0-100 Ω-cm 
Orientation: 100 
 
2. RCA Clean 
RCA Bench 
Base bath: 
H2O:NH4OH:H2O2 
Acid bath: 
H2O:H2SO4H2O2 
HF bath: BOE 
 
Submerge in base bath 
for 10min. at 75°C 
Rinse in DI 
Submerge in acid bath 
for 10min at 75°C 
Rinse in DI 
HF dip for 10s at RT 
Rinse in DI 
 
3. Wet oxidation Oxidation furnace 
5 min. Dry Ox. @ 
1000ºC 
3 hr. Wet Ox. @ 1000C 
5 min. Dry Ox. @ 1000C 
 
Target: 8000Å 
Process steps for chamber mold 
4. Deposit resist 
for via mask 
4” Teflon chuck 
AZ1512 photoresist 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
5. Expose and 
develop  
Expose for 8s 
Develop in TMAH for 
1:30 
 
6. Etch oxide BOE bath 
Etch until backside de-
wets (approx. 5 min.) 
Dry in SRD  
7. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 
min 
Dry in SRD 
 
8. Deposit resist 
for chamber 
mask 
4” Teflon chuck 
AZ1512 photoresist 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
9. Expose and 
develop  
Expose for 8s 
Develop in TMAH for 
1:30 
 
10. Oxygen 
plasma clean Oxford RIE 
Routine: “deskum” 
50W O2 plasma for 30s 
 
11. DRIE 
chambers STS DRIE 
Alternate 5min etch with 
30s holdcools (assume 
2uM/min etch rate) 
110sccm passsivation at 
800W Coil power 
130sccm etch at 900W 
coil power and 16W 
platen 
 
Target: 150µm 
etch 
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12. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 
min 
Dry in SRD  
13. DRIE vias STS DRIE 
Same as above except 
assume 2.5uM/min etch 
rate 
 
Target: 50µm etch 
Process steps for channel mold 
14. Deposit 
resist for 
channel mask 
4” Teflon chuck 
 
SPR220 photoresist 
 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake: Start at 90ºC, 
ramp to 110ºC, when 
T=106ºC ramp to 90ºC, 
when T=110ºC start 
timer for 90s 
 
15. Expose and 
develop  
Expose for 60s 
Develop: TMAH for 3-5 
min. 
 
16. Etch oxide BOE bath 
Etch until backside 
dewets (approx. 5 min.) 
Dry in SRD  
17. Oxygen 
plasma clean Oxford RIE 
Routine: “deskum” 
50 O2 plasma for 30s 
 
18. DRIE 
channels STS DRIE 
Same as above assume 
2.5uM/min etch rate 
 
 
Target: 350µm 
etch 
19. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 
min 
Dry in SRD 
 
Common processing for both molds 
20. Deposit 
resist to protect 
device during 
dicing 
SPR 220   
21. Dice devices   Feed rate: 1mm/s Blade speed: 15kRPM  
22. Strip 
photoresist Laboratory sonicator 
Sonicate in acetone 30 
min.  
23. Silanize 
surface  
Immerse in 1:1 
Isopropanol to Water 
with 1% A-174 silane 
with constant stirring 
overnight 
Wash thoroughly 
Isopropanol 
Bake 100ºC 30 min. 
 
24. Deposit 
parylene SRS Labcoter 2 
0.2g Parylene C gives 
approx. 200nm  
25. Prepare Analytical balance Mix in 10:1 ratio  
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PDMS Bell jar Degas 1 hr. 
Processing of Channel Mold 
26. Pour PDMS   
 
27. Degas and 
cure Bell jar 
Cure at RT overnight 
under vacuum  
28. Finish cure Laboratory oven 80°C for 1hr.  
29. Demold    
Processing of Chamber Mold 
30. Pour PDMS    
31. Scrape 
excess PDMS Glass slide 
Carefully scrape PDMS 
with the edge of glass 
slide 
 
32. Degas and 
cure Bell jar 
Cure at RT overnight 
under vacuum  
33. Finish cure Laboratory oven 80°C for 1hr. 
 
34. Demold    
35. RIE etch 
PDMS flashing  
Process: “CJ PDMS 
Etch” 
1:1: SF6:O2, 100sccm 
tot. 
300W Forward power 
30minutes 
100torr 
 
Common Processing for Device Assembly 
36. Demold     
37. Clean in 
ethanol  
Large particles can also 
be removed with scotch 
tape 
 
38. Plasma treat 
surfaces  
Oudin coil: 1 min wave 
over entire device 
TePla: 20s at 25W 
 
39. Bond in 
oven    
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APPENDIX C 
 
COMSOL METABOLISM MODEL 
Overall Geometry: 
 
 
Model Parameters: 
C.i 0.05E-3[mol/L] Initial concentration 
Diff 2.48E-9[m^2/s] 
Diffusivity of 
glucose 
React 
-
0.276[mol/(m^3*s)] Reaction Rate 
Q 1E-7[m^3/h] Flow Rate 
SA 
500E-6[m]*400E-
6[m] 
Surface area of 
channel 
velocity Q/SA Average velocity 
Model Variables: 
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p.CO2 c*1[(m^3)/mol] Partial Pressure CO2 (atm) 
H.i 1.00E-07 Initial hydrogen ion concentration (M_ 
NaHCO3.i 0.026190475 Sodium bicarbonate in media (M) 
Keq.3 0.002124417 Equilibrium constant for hydration at 37C 
Keq.4 0.000126538 Equilibrium constant of ionization at 37C 
k.H 0.048095345 Henry's constant (mol/L*atm) 
HCO3.i NaHCO3.i 
 
CO2.l p.CO2*k.H 
Henry's Law: Concentration CO2 in liquid 
(M) 
H2CO3 CO2.l*Keq.3 Concentration bicarbonate (M) 
x. 
(-b.+sqrt(b.^2-
4*a.*c.))/(2*a.) Amount reacted (quadratic equation) 
H.plus (x.+H.i) Hydrogen ion concentration 
pH -log10(H.plus) pH 
b. H.i+HCO3.i+Keq.4 Quadratic equation parameter 
a. 1 Quadratic equation parameter 
c. HCO3.i*H.i-H2CO3*Keq.4 Quadratic equation parameter 
Materials: 
 All domains set as COMSOL’s built in “Water, liquid”. The regions that would be 
Geltrex/Matrigel have 10 times the built in viscosity to approximate the actual hydrogel. 
Physics: 
 COMSOL’s built in “Transport of Diluted Species” physics tree: 
  Domains: 
   “Convection and Diffusion” – Dc = Diff apply to only the Cell 
Chamber 
   “Initial Values 1” keep as default (i.e. C=0 everywhere) 
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   “Reactions 1” select cells and set Rc = -React 
   “Convection and Diffusion 2” select channels and specify a “User 
defined” Velocity field with u = “velocity” in the y. Set Dc=Diff 
  Boundaries: 
   “No Flux 1” leave as default 
   “Inflow 1” set to channel inlets with c0,c = C.i 
   “Outflow 1” set to channel outlets 
Study: 
 Stationary study with an “Auxiliary sweep” setting a range of Q (Flow Rate) from: 
1E-0[m^3/h], 5E-1[m^3/h], 1E-1[m^3/h], 5E-2[m^3/h], 1E-2[m^3/h], 5E-3[m^3/h], 1E-
3[m^3/h], 5E-4[m^3/h], 1E-4[m^3/h], 5E-5[m^3/h], 1E-5[m^3/h], 5E-6[m^3/h],1E-
6[m^3/h], 5E-7[m^3/h], 1E-7[m^3/h], 5E-8[m^3/h], 1E-8[m^3/h], 5E-9[m^3/h], 1E-
9[m^3/h], 5E-10[m^3/h], 1E-10[m^3/h], 5E-11[m^3/h], 1E-11[m^3/h], 5E-12[m^3/h], 1E-
12[m^3/h], 5E-13[m^3/h], 1E-13[m^3/h], 5E-14[m^3/h], 1E-14[m^3/h], 5E-15[m^3/h], 1E-
15[m^3/h], 5E-16[m^3/h], 1E-16[m^3/h], 5E-17[m^3/h], 1E-17[m^3/h], 5E-18[m^3/h], 1E-
18[m^3/h], 5E-19[m^3/h] 
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APPENDIX D 
SILICON DEVICE PROCESS FLOW 
 
Table 4: Silicon device process flow 
Process Equipment/Materials Settings/Specifications Comments 
1. Starting 
Material 4” silicon wafer 
DSP P-type Si wafers 
Resistivity: 0-100 Ω-cm 
Orientation: 100 
 
2. RCA Clean 
RCA Bench 
Base bath: 
H2O:NH4OH:H2O2 
Acid bath: 
H2O:H2SO4H2O2 
HF bath: BOE 
 
Submerge in base bath for 
10min. at 75°C 
Rinse in DI 
Submerge in acid bath for 
10min at 75°C 
Rinse in DI 
HF dip for 10s at RT 
Rinse in DI 
 
3. Wet 
oxidation Oxidation furnace 
5 min. Dry Ox. @ 1000ºC 
3 hr. Wet Ox. @ 1000C 
5 min. Dry Ox. @ 1000C 
 
Target: 8000Å 
4. Protect 
wafer 
backside 
4” Teflon chuck 
Any junk photoresist 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
5. Spin 
photoresist 
4” Teflon chuck 
AZ1512 
 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
6. Expose and 
develop Chamber Mask 
Expose for 8s 
Develop in TMAH for 1:30  
7. Etch oxide BOE bath 
Etch until chambers de-wet 
(10-15 min) 
Dry in SRD  
8. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 min 
Dry in SRD  
9. Protect 
wafer 
backside 
4” Teflon chuck 
Any junk photoresist 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
10. Spin 
photoresist 
4” Teflon chuck 
AZ1512 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
11. Expose 
and develop Via Mask 
Expose for 8s 
Develop in TMAH for 1:30  
12. Oxygen 
plasma clean 
Oxford RIE or PVA 
TePla 
Routine: “deskum” 
50W O2 plasma for 30s 
 
13. DRIE vias STS DRIE 
Alternate 5min etch with 30s 
holdcools for 15 minutes  
110sccm passsivation at 
800W Coil power 
 
Target: 60µm 
etch 
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130sccm etch at 900W coil 
power and 16W platen 
14. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 min 
Dry in SRD  
15. Oxygen 
plasma clean 
Oxford RIE or PVA 
TePla 
Routine: “deskum” 
50W O2 plasma for 30s 
 
16. DRIE 
chambers STS DRIE 
Alternate 5min etch with 30s 
holdcools for 31 minutes 
110sccm passsivation at 
800W Coil power 
130sccm etch at 900W coil 
power and 16W platen 
 
Target: 100µm 
etch 
17. Spin 
photoresist on 
backside 
4” Teflon chuck 
AZ1512 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake at 90ºC for 90s  
18. Expose 
and develop 
High resistance 
channel mask 
Expose for 8s 
Develop in TMAH for 1:30  
19. Etch oxide BOE bath 
Etch until backside 
channels de-wet (10-15 
min) 
Dry in SRD 
 
20. Strip 
photoresist PRS 1000 
Sonicate at 55°C for 15 min 
Dry in SRD  
21. Deposit 
resist for deep 
channels 
4” Teflon chuck 
SPR220 photoresist 
HMDS vapor prime 
Spin at 3kRPMs for 30s 
Bake: Start at 90ºC, ramp to 
110ºC, when T=106ºC ramp 
to 90ºC, when T=110ºC 
start timer for 90s 
 
22. Expose 
and develop  
Expose for 60s 
Develop: TMAH for 3-5 min.  
23. Oxygen 
plasma clean 
Oxford RIE or PVA 
TePla 
Routine: “deskum” 
50W O2 plasma for 30s 
 
24. DRIE 
channels STS DRIE 
Alternate 5min etch with 30s 
holdcools (assume 3uM/min 
etch rate) 
110sccm passsivation at 
800W Coil power 
130sccm etch at 900W coil 
power and 16W platten 
 
Target: 335µm 
etch 
25. Strip 
photoresist Acetone 
Swirl in a petri dish of 
acetone until resist is 
removed. Wash with 
Isopropanol/Methanol/Water 
and dry with N2 
 
26. DRIE vias STS DRIE 
Same as above except 
assume 2.5uM/min etch 
rate 
 
Target: 70µm 
etch 
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27. Remove 
oxide BOE bath 
Etch until oxide completely 
removed (10-15 minutes) 
Dry in SRD  
28. Anodic 
bonding  
T = 450ºC 
V= 2kV 
t = 5-10min  
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SILICON DEVICE MASKS 
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APPENDIX F 
 
MODULAR SILICON DEVICE MASKS 
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